AGUIRRE, MORRIS

& SEVERSON LLP

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Christopher S. Morris, Esq.
cmorris@amslawyers.com

444 West C Street, Suite 210
s'an Diego, CA 92101
Telephone (619) 876·5364
Facsimile (619) 876·5368

October 22, 2012
City of San Diego
3rd Floor
Development Services
1222 First Ave. 3rd Floor
San Diego, CA 92101

RE:

Supplement to Development Permit/Environmental Determination Appeal
Application

To Whom It May Concern:
Our firm has been retained by a coalition of community members, 1 including Palavra
Tree, 2 to file the attached Development Permit/ Environmental Determination Appeal
Application Form DS-3031. This letter serves to supplement the Form D-DS-3031,
Development Permit I Environmental Determination Appeal Application filed by the coalition.
The.focus of this appeal is to request that the Planning Commission deny Conditional Use Permit
No. 952387 and Site Development Permit No. 952388 (collectively "Permits").

I.
STANDING TO APPEAL
The Permits granted by the Hearing Officer on 10 October 2012 should not be upheld by
the San Diego Planning Cotmnission because, as explained in greater detail below, the findings
which the Hearing Officer cited to approve and/or conditionally approve the permit are not

The coalition includes, in part, Charles Alexander, Pastor Brian Buggs, Salam Razuki, Denise Reed and
William Penick.
2
The Palavra Tree Inc is an Alcohol, Tobacco, and Other Drugs (ATOD) Prevention, Intervention,
Treatment and Recovery Center is a Community-Social Model (COM-SOC) program. The primary focus is to
reduce the availability and accessibility of alcohol, tobacco, and other drugs in the City and County of San Diego.
The Palavra Tree's objectives include developing community based alcohol, tobacco, and other dmgs prevention,
recovery and treatment programs, that promotes healthier behaviors, decisions and to create an environment that
reduces, postpones or eliminates the problematic use oflegal and illegal drugs. The Palavra Tree's objectives also
include being a "launching pad" from which local citizens and cmmnunity organizations plan, develop, implement,
evaluate and duplicate successful activities that reduce local ATOD problems.
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suppmied by the documentary, factual or testimonial information provided, thereby meeting the
standards for appeal as stated in San Diego Municipal Code ("SDMC") sec. 112.0506(c)(3). 3

\

According to SMDC sec. 126.0301 there are a specific set of purposes for a Conditional
Use Permit Procedures. SDMC sec. 126.0301 states:
The purpose of these procedures it to establish a review process for the
development of uses that may be desirable under appropriate circumstances, but
are not permitted by right in the applicable zone. 4
This code section, in particular, points out that the procedures are set to protect the health and
safety of the community. Specifically, the code states, "the intent is that each use be developed
so as to fully protect the public health, safety, and welfare of the community." 5
In granting a Conditional Use Permit, SDMC sec. 126.0305(b) states, "[a]n application
for a Conditional Use Permit may be approved or conditionally approved only if the decision
maker makes the following findings ... The proposed development will not be detrimental to the
public health, safety, and welfare ... " 6 Additionally SDMC sec. 126.0305(d) provides, "[a]n
application for a Conditional Use Permit may be approved or conditionally approved only if the
decision maker makes the following findings ... The proposed use is appropriate at the proposed
location." 7 As discussed in greater detail below, the Hearing Officer does not have sufficient
evidentiary or factual support to sufficiently show that approval of the CUP complies with
SDMC sees. 126.0305(b) and 126.0305(d).
The Hearing Officer's decision to approve the Permits qualifies as a Process Three
decision per SDMC sec. 126.0303(a) which states, in pertinent part, "[a]n application for the
following types of uses in certain zones may require a Conditional Use Permit ... Conditional
Use Permits Decided by Process Three ... Alcoholic beverage outlets (under circumstances
describes in Section 141.0502)." 8 As clarified in greater detail below, the alcohol license sought
in the instant matter falls underneath SDMC sec. 126.0303(a) because the applicant's proposed
license falls within the designation as defined by SDMC section 141.0502 which states:

§ 141.0502

Alcoholic Beverage Outlets

San Diego Municipal Code sec. 112.0506(c)(3) states: "Process Three Appeals- The Hearing Officer's
decision may be appealed to the Planning Commission, as specified in Chapter 12, Article 6 for the type of
development and review required. An appeal from a Hearing Officer's decision that involves applications
consolidated in accordance with Section 112.0103 shall be heard by the Planning Commission. An appeal fi·om a
Process Three decision shall be made in the following manner ... (c) Grounds for Appeal. A Process Three decision
may be appealed on any of the following grounds: (3) Findings Not Supported. The decision maker's stated findings
to approve, conditionally approve, or deny the permit, map, or other matter are not supported by the information
provided to the decision maker... "(Exhibit 1)
4
San Diego Municipal Code sec. 126.0301. (Exhibit 2)
I d. (Exhibit 2)
6
San Diego Municipal Code sec. 126.030l(b). (Exhibit 2)
7
San Diego Municipal Code sec. 126.0301(d). (Exhibit 2)
San Diego Municipal Code sec. 126.0303. (Exhibit 3)
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Any establishment for which a Type 20 Beer and Wine License or a Type
21 General Liquor License have been obtained from, or for which an
application has been submitted to, the California Department of Beverage
Control for permission to sell alcoholic beverages for off-site consumption
shall be regulated as an alcoholic beverage outlet subject to this section.
(b)

Limited Use Regulations. Alcoholic beverage outlets are
permitted as a limited use subject to the following regulations.
(1)

Alcoholic beverage outlets are not permitted in any of the
following locations:
(A)

Within a census tract, or within 600 feet of a census
tract, where the general crime rate exceeds the
citywide average general crime rate by more than
20 percent;

(B)

Within a census tract, or within 600 feet of a census
tract, where the ratio of alcohol beverage outlets
exceeds the standards established by California
Business and Professional Code section 13958.4 ...

(E)

Within 100 feet of a residentially zoned property. 9

As will be discussed in the greater detail below, the applicant license falls within the areas
defined by SDMC sees. 141.0502(b)(1 )(A), 141.0502(b)(1 )(B), and 141.0502(b)(1 )(E). 10
Therefore, the review for the license application falls within a Process Three hearing.
Denise Reed meets the requirement of SDMC sec. 112.0506 which defines the process
for appealing a hearing officer decision and states: "The Hearing Officer's decision may be
appealed to the Planning Commission" 11 and SDMC sec. 112.0506(a)(2) which states, "A
9

San Diego Municipal Code sec. 141.0502(b)(1)(A)-(E). (Exhibit 4)
The standards set forth in SDMC 141.0502(b)(1)(A)-(E) are taken from Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code sec.
23 958 .4(a)( 1)-(3) which lays out the standards for "undue concentration" of liquor licenses and states: "For purposes
of Section 23958, 'lmdue concentration' means the case in which the application premises for original or premisesto-premises transfer of any retail license are location in an area where any of the following conditions exist: (1) The
applicant premises are located in a crime repmiing district that has a 20 percent greater number of reported crimes ..
. than the average number of reported crimes as determined fi·om all crime reporting districts within the jurisdiction
of the local law enforcement agency. (2) As to on-sale retail license applications, the ratio of on-sale retail licenses
to population in the census tract or census division in which the applicant's premises are located exceeds the ratio of
on-sale retail licenses to population in the county in which the applicant premises are located. (3) As to off-sale
retail license applications, the ratio of off-sale retail licenses to population in the census tract or census division in
which the applicant premises are located exceeds the ratio of off-sale retail licenses to population in the county in
which the applicant premises are located. (Exhibit 4)
11
San Diego Municipal Code sec. 112.0506. (Exhibit 1)
10
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Process Three decision may be appealed by the following persons ... [a]n interested person." 12
SDMC sec. 113.0103 defines an "Interested person" as "a person who was present at a public
hearing from which an appeal arose and who had filed a speaker slip with the decision maker at
the public hearing or a person who expressed an interest in the decision in writing to that
decision maker before the close of the public hearing." 13 In this case, all members of the
coalition referenced in this appeal submitted a speaker slip at the public hearing. 14
Finally, SDMC sec. 112.0506 requires, "[a] Process Three decision may be appealed by
filing an application with the City Manager no later than 10 business days after the date of the
Hearing Officer's decision." 15 Here, the Hearing Officer decision was made at the Hearing
Officer Meeting on 10 October 2012. 16
Therefore, Ms. Reed, representative of the Palavra Tree, has standing to file the instant
appeal to the San Diego Planning Commission.
II.
BACKGROUND OF APPLICANT EFFORT TO
OBTAIN LIQUOR LICENSE

In 1990, Mike Dallo filed a corporation with the California Secretary of State titled Dallo
& Co., Inc. Mike Dallo was listed as the registered agent for the company at 5075 Federal
Boulevard, San Diego CA.
More than 15 years later, in 2005, Dallo & Co., Inc. was assessed for the ownership of
the parcel of land located at 3175 National Avenue, San Diego. Dallo had listed a "doing
business as," or DBA, titled "Gigante IGA Market," according to the assessment records with
San Diego County .17 At about this time, an application by Rafid Dallo for a "20 - Off-Sale Beer
and Wine" license was filed with the California Depmiment of Alcoholic Beverage Control. The
application was filed for Gigante Super Market and was listed as withdrawn, according to the
California Depmiment of Alcoholic Beverage Control. 18
In 2004, Mike Gallo filed a corporation with the California Secretary of State titled MD
& CD, Inc. Mike Dallo was listed as the registered agent for the company at 5075 Federal Blvd,
San Diego CA. In 2011, MD & CD, Inc. was assessed property taxes for the propetiy at 3175

National Avenue, San Diego. 19 Dallo had listed a "doing business as," or DBA, titled "Eduardos
Mercardo," according to the assessment records with San Diego?0 This would be the business
entity that engaged in effmis to secure a liquor license.
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

20

San Diego Municipal Code sec. 112.0506(a)(2). (Exhibit 1)
San Diego Municipal Code sec. 113.0103. (Exhibit 5)
The coalition includes, in part, Charles Alexander, Pastor Brian Buggs, Denise Reed and William Penick.
San Diego Municipal Code sec. 112.0506(b). (Exhibit 1)
City of San Diego Hearing Officer- Docket for Hearing Officer Meeting- October 10, 2012. (Exhibit 6)
Assessment Record for San Diego County: Dallo & Co., Inc., DBA Gigante IGA Market. (Exhibit 7)
California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control - License Query System Summary. (Exhibit 8)
Assessment Record for San Diego County: MC & CD Inc., DBA Eduardo's Mercado.(Exhibit 9)
Jd.(Exhibit 9)
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On March 9, 2001, Mike Dallo submitted a request to the San Diego Police Department
for a Public Convenience or Necessity evaluation of the store at 3175 National Avenue to secure
a Type 20 Off-Sale Beer & Wine License.Z 1 The San Diego Police Department undertook the
evaluation of Mr. Dallo's store located at 3175 National Avenue. 22 Linda Griffin, a sergeant with
the San Diego Police Department's Vice Admin Unit, conducted the investigation and wrote:
I conducted a site inspection of the premises and the surrounding areas. Although
the business is well within 100 feet of several residentially-zoned properties, it
appears that the proposed business will benefit the area with appropriate
restrictive conditions placed on the Alcoholic & Control License?
The conditions listed by Sergeant Griffin included "appropriate hours, no single sales of beer,
malt beverages and/or wine coolers and floor space dedicated to refrigerate product" and a series
of additional requirements. 24 Further, Sergeant Griffin notified Mr. Dallo that the project will
require a Conditional Use Permit and wrote:
In accordance with Business and Professions Code, section 23958.4 your
application is required to meet standards for public convenience and necessity.
After consulting with the City of San Diego Development Services Department, I
learned that your client will still need to obtain a Conditional Use Permit in order
to conduct the type of business planned for this location.Z 5
Griffin concluded the letter by stating "your application for Public Convenience or Necessity has
been approved. " 26
Shortly thereafter, MD & CD, Inc. applied for a Ty~e 20-0ff-Sale Beer and Wine with
the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control. 7 The license for Eduardo's Mercado
is listed as pending as of 11 November 2011, according to the California Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control License Query System.
Mr. Dallo continued to collect approvals from the San Diego Police Department. On 20
March 2012, the San Diego Police Department issued a "Conditional Use Permit
Recommendation" for Eduardo's Market. The permit recommendation noted the "number of
alcohol licenses allowed" in the census tract was "4" and the "number of alcohol licenses

21

30 June 2011 letter from Linda Griffin, sergeant with the San Diego Police Department's Vice Admin Unit,
to Mike Dallo, Subject: "Reference: PCN Application." (Exhibit 10)
22
I d. (Exhibit I 0)
23
Id. (Exhibit 10)
24
Id. (Exhibit 10)
25
Id. (Exhibit 10)
26
Id. (Exhibit 10)
27
California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control: MD & CD, Inc., DBA Eduardos Mercado.(Exhibit
11)
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existing" in the census tract was "4."28 In other words, at the time the San Diego Police
Department issued recommendation for the conditional permit, the number of alcohol licenses
existing was at its limit. The Police Department also noted the "Crime Rate In This Census
Tract" was "231.7% more than the average crime rate in the City of San Diego." The
recommendation also noted that an area is "Considered High Crime if [the Crime Rate] Exceeds
120% of City-wide Average." Shockingly, in the form recommendation, the Police Department
answered "No" to the question: "Will this Business be detrimental to the public health, safety,
and welfare of the community and City."29
MEETINGS HELD THROUGH V ARlO US PLANNING GROUPS

The Southeastern San Diego Planning Group ("SSDPG") was the first public body that
reviewed the issuance of a CUP and site development permit to Eduardo's for the sale of alcohol.
The minutes of the 25 June 2012 meeting indicate that a presentation was provided to the
SSDPG Board by "Attorney Shamoun." According to the meeting minutes, Mr. Shamoun told
the Board:
•
•
•
•

"Markets over 15,000sf can bypass the Community Plan and get beer and wine
licenses. This market is 12-13,000 sf ...
"In the community (Census Tract 39.02), there are 4liquor licenses, 3 markets
and 1 gas station ...
"The saturation of liquor licenses in the area, we know, is an issue ...
"It will make the community a safer place ... " 30

The Project Committee Summary reflected the members of the committee's concern that the
community is already "over-saturated with beer and wine licenses," that"[d]omestic violence is
high in our area," and concern over "the at-risk youth and the availability of alcoho1." 31 The
committee expressed concern that this was not the first application for alcohol at this location
and that previous attempts were not successful. 32 The committee pointed out that, "Saturation of
licenses IS STILL A BASIS for denial by the ABC. ALSO, this is a high crime area (over
120% of City-wide average ).'m Finally, the committee noted that the applicant, Eduardo's
Marketplace, has provided nothing in writing to obligate them to the safety measures they have
promised. 34 Despite, these concerns, the committee recommended "to take the request to the full
Planning Group with the Police Department Recommendation and guarantee of
implementation. " 35
28

San Diego Police Department Conditional Use Permit Recommendation for 3175 National Ave. San Diego.
(Exhibit 12)
29
Id. (Exhibit 12)
30
Southeastern San Diego Planning Group (SSDPG) Project Committee Summary: June 25, 2012-6 p.m.
(Exhibit 13)
31
Id. (Exhibit 13)
32
Id. (Exhibit 13)
33
I d. [emphasis original] (Exhibit 13)
34
Id. (Exhibit 13)
35
Id. (Exhibit 13)
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The Southeastern San Diego Planning Group (SSDPG) held a meeting on 9 July 2012
where the CUP and site development permit were discussed. 3 The Planning Group approved the
permits by a vote of 5-4. 37 The minutes are sparse on details and stated only:
Presentation by applicant team. Family owned and managed grocery, one a series
of facilities. Store includes a kitchen, bakery and 13,000+ SF grocery. Beer and
wine sales will consist of less than 10% of the square footage. Motion to approve
5/4/0. 38
Just days after the Planning Group approved the CUP and development permit, Maria
Riveroll, chair of the Southeastern San Diego Planning Group submitted a Community Planning
Committee Distribution Form Part 2 to the San Diego City Development Services Department. 39
The Form, dated 12 July 2012, does not included any of the recommendations that were included
in the Southeastern San Diego Planning Group (SSDPG) listed in its meeting of25 June 2012.
III.
CITY OF SAN DIEGO HEARING OFFICER APPROVAL

The issue of Eduardo's Market appeared before the City of San Diego Hearing Officer at
the Hearing Officer Meeting of 10 October 2012. 40 At the hearing, Chris Larson, hearing officer
for the City of San Diego Development Services Department approved the CUP and Site
Development Permit to sell beer and wine in an existing market at 3175 National Avenue, San
Diego. In approving the Conditional Use Permit and the Development Permit, the Hearing
Officer relied on Report No. H0-12-078. The repmi was authored by Tim Daly, development
project manager for the Development Services Depmiment (hereinafter referred to as the "Daly
Report.")
In the Daly Report, Daly recommended that the Hearing Officer, Chris Larson,
"APPROVE Conditional Use Permit No. 952387 and Site Development Permit No. 952388."41
The Daly Report also stated "the Southeastern San Diego Community Planning Group voted 5-40 recommending the project be approved. There were no additional comments or conditions

36

Agenda of the 9 July 20I2 meeting of the Southeastern San Diego Planning Group. The Agenda listed Tim
Daly as the project manager at the City's Development Services Department. (Exhibit I4)
37
Id (Exhibit I4)
38
Id (Exhibit 14)
39
C01mnunity Planning Committee Distribution Form Part 2- City of San Diego Development Services: for
Eduardo's Market, Project Number: 268446. The C01mnunity Planning Committee Distribution Form Patt 2 states
that the Applicant Name of the project is MD&CD, Inc. (Exhibit I5)
4
City of San Diego Hearing Officer Docket for Hearing Officer Meeting, October I 0, 2012, "Item- 6:
Eduardo's- Project No. 268446." (Exhibit 6)
41
I 0 October 20 I2, City of San Diego Development Services Depattment Rep01t to the Hearing Officer,
Repott No. HO 12-078, Subject: Eduardo's Market- Project Number 268446. P. I of 5. (Exhibit 16)

°
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provided by the planning group." 42 Notably, the Daly Report did not include the list of nine
concems and recommendations of the Southeastem San Diego Planning Group ("SSDPG"). 43
The Daly Report stated that the site of Eduardo's Market has a zoning designation of
CSR-2 which "permits the retail sales of general merchandise and an alcoholic beverage outlet is
permitted in the zone as a limited use ... " 44 The Daly Report clarified that the project required
"two discretionary entitlements."45
•

•

"A Conditional Use Permit is required pursuant to the San Diego Municipal Code
for alcohol sales on any site that does not comply with specific location criteria of
the Land Development Code."46
"Also, the Southeastem San Diego Planned District Ordinance requires a Site
Development Permit for any new commercial development or use requiring a
Conditional Use Permit."47

The Daly Report stated that Eduardo's Market is proposing the sale of beer and wine through a
Type 20 Liquor License within the market. 48 As the Daly Repmi stated, the SDMC defines
alcohol beverage outlets as a limited use under SDMC sec. 141.0502(b) but cautions that outlets
which don't comply with that section may still be granted the permits under SDMC sec.
141.0502(c). Seeking to address these concems, the Daly Report stated that SDMC section
141.0502(b)(l) does not permit alcoholic beverage outlets by right and would require a CUP in
different locations. 49
As stated in the Daly Report, SDMC sec. 141.0502(b)(l)(A) provides that "Alcoholic
beverage outlets are not permitted in any of the following locations ... Within a census tract, or

42

Id. (Exhibit 16)
The list of concerns listed at the SDDPG Project Committee included: "(1) The conditions imposed by the
Police Depmiment are only suggestions. Even though the Applicant has assured us that they will go above and
beyond any of these suggestions, they are asking us to accept their word. We have nothing in writing. (2) Concerned
(sic) was expressed about the at-risk youth in the community and availability of alcohol. A remark was made that
liquor can be acquired anywhere. (3) Traditionally, our community is over-saturated with beer and wine licenses.
We do not support the sales of beer and wine. (4) There is a very high saturation of licenses for off-sale alcohol in
our community. (5) Domestic violence is high in our area. (6) The Police Department rotates Vice staff every 6
months, they may not be aware of the conditions in our community. We cannot support this because ofthe social
implication to our community. (7) This is NOT the frrst time the owner of this site had asked for a license. They
previous owner was not successful. (8) There were 3 comments of support and 3 comments for denial. (9) Saturation
of licenses IS STILL A BASIS for denial by the ABC. ALSO, this is a high crime area (over 120% of City-wide
average) This Census Tract's crime rate is 231.7%." (Exhibit 13)
44
10 October 2012, City of San Diego Development Services Department Report to the Hearing Officer,
Repmi No. HO 12-078, Subject: Eduardo's Market- Project Number 268446. P. 2 of 5. (Exhibit 16)
45
Id. (Exhibit 16)
46
I d. (Exhibit 16)
47
Id. (Exhibit 16)
48
Id. (Exhibit 16)
49
I d. (Exhibit 16)
43
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within 600 feet of a Census Tract, where the general crime rate exceeds the citywide average
50
general crime rate by more than 20 percent.
The Daly Report stated the crime rate in the census tract where Eduardo's Market is
locate, in Census Tract No. 39.02, has a reported "crime rate 231 percent higher than the
citywide average based on the statistics provided by the San Diego Police Department" and that
a "Census Tract is considered to have 'high crime' if the crime rate exceeds 120 percent of the
city-wide average. 51 The Daly Report concluded that these statistics require a CUP for the sale of
alcohol. 52
As stated in the Daly Report, SDMC sec. 141.0502(b)(1)(B) provides that "Alcoholic
beverage outlets are not permitted in any of the following locations ... Within a Census Tract, or
within 600 feet of a Census Tract, where the ratio of alcoholic beverage outlets exceeds the
standards established by the California Business and Professional Code Section 23958.4" 53
The Daly Report stated that cunently four (4) alcohol permits exist within Census Tract
No. 39.02 and that "based on the California Business and Professional (sic) Code Section
23958.4 permits a total of four (4) off-sale alcoholic beverage outlets." 54 The Daly Report
observed, based on the number of existing licenses, "a CUP would be required for the off-sale of
alcoholic beverages based on this factor." 55
As stated in the Daly Repmi, SDMC sec. 141.0502(b)(l)(E) provides that "Alcoholic
beverage outlets are not permitted in any of the following locations ... Within 100 feet of a
residentially zoned property."
Pertaining to this issue, the Daly Report observed, "The project city is within 100 feet of
a residentially zoned propetiy." 56
In taking into account the requirements set fmih in SDMC 141.0502(b)(1 ), the Daly
Report stated:
[T]he project sight is within a Census Tract that: 1) is defined as having a high
crime rate; 2) Is within a Census Tract that would become oversaturated; and 3) is
within the 100 feet of residentially zoned property. Any one of these factors
established the need for the Conditional Use Permit. 57

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

Id.
I d.
I d.
I d.
Id.
Id.
I d.
Id.

(Exhibit 16)
(Exhibit 16)
(Exhibit 16)
at p. 3 of 5. (Exhibit 16)
(Exhibit 16)
(Exhibit 16)
(Exhibit 16)
(Exhibit 16)
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In the "Analysis" section of the Daly Report, the recommendation is based almost
entirely on the idea that because there is an existing market, the sale of beer would not have a
detrimental impact on the community. Specifically, the Daly Report stated:
The staff recommendation to support the project relies on the fact that the primary
use of the site is a supermarket and the sale of beer and wine is an accessory to
that use. The property is part of the commercial node serving the community and
would be consistent with the land use designation on the site. Therefore, the
additional of beer and wine for off-site consumption should not adversely impact
the community. 58
Again, it appears the staff recommendation in the Daly Report is based on the premise that
because the sale of alcohol is not the primary business purpose of the market, then it will not
have a negative impact on the community.
The Daly Report stated, "both the staff and the Police Department concluded that if the
permit were appropriately conditioned, the proposed alcohol sales would not have a negative
impact on the surrounding neighborhood. 59 The following conditions were included in the Daly
Report:
•
•

•

Regulate advertising60
Provide for a well-lighted, cleaner site and prohibit specific on-site activities with
the objective of reducing the likelihood of loitering and other criminal activity on
the property,
Provide an opportunity for the San Diego Police Depatiment to petition the State
Depmiment of Alcohol Beverage Control (ABC) to include enforceable
conditions regulating the type, size, quantities and alcoholic content (proof by
volume) ofthe beverages. 61

The Daly Repmi also included a series of prohibitions:
•
•
•

No pinball games or arcade-style video and electronic games, or coin-operated
amusement machines on the premises;
No exterior or interior public pay phones on the premises , on adjacent sidewalks,
or areas under the control of the owner or operator
Advetiising would be limited to interior signs only and 'No Loitering' signs
would be required to be prominently displayed on the premises; 62

The Daly Report concluded, "City staff supports the request for a Conditional Use Permit for the
limited use and conditional sale of beer and wine. Permit conditions have been added to this
5&

59
60

61
62

Id
Id
Id
Id
!d.

(Exhibit 16)
(Exhibit 16)
(Exhibit 16)
at p. 4 of 5. (Exhibit 16)
(Exhibit 16)
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discretionary pe1mit that would assure that the business would be a cohesive element of the
neighborhood and would not be detrimental to the public health safety and welfare of the
coillrnunity. " 63

IV.
GROUNDS FOR APPEAL

Applicant failed to show the project will not be detrimental to the public, health, safety
and welfare sufficient to overcome the limitations ofSDMC sec. 141.0502.
As stated above, the Daly Report stated that SDMC sec. 141.0502(b)(1) specifically
provides that "Alcoholic beverage outlets are not permitted in any of the following locations ...
Within a census tract, or within 600 feet of a census tract, where the general crime rate exceeds
the citywide average by more than 20 percent."
The Daly Report and the Hearing Officer approval of the CUP "relies on the fact that the
primary use of the site is a supermarket and the sale of beer and wine is an accessory to that
use." 64 The Daly Report and Hearing Officer simply conclude, "[t]herefore the addition of beer
and wine for off-site consumption should not adversely impact the community."
This reasoning is bare of any support to meet the requirements of SDMC sec. 126.0305
which requires a showing that "the proposed development will not be detrimental to the public
health, safety, and welfare."
What's more, the Hearing Officer at the 10 October 2012 meeting heard testimony from
more than 20 community representatives who stated concern that the crime rate in the
neighborhood is 231 percent higher than the citywide average based on the statistics provided by
the San Diego Police Departrnent. 65
Community members in a prior community meeting also expressed concerns that more
liquor licenses in the community would be detrimental to the public health, safety, and welfare
because of problems that stern from the easier availability of alcohol. Specifically, the
Southeastern San Diego Planning Group listed the following concerns in the Projects Committee
Summary: "(1) The conditions imposed by the Police Department are only suggestions. Even
though the Applicant has assured us that they will go above and beyond any of these suggestions,
they are asking us to accept their word. We have nothing in writing. (2) Concerned (sic) was
expressed about the at-risk youth in the community and availability of alcohol. A remark was
made that liquor can be acquired anywhere. (3) Traditionally, our community is over-saturated
with beer and wine licenses. We do not support the sales ofbeer and wine. (4) There is a very
high saturation of licenses for off-sale alcohol in our community. (5) Domestic violence is high
in our area. (6) The Police Department rotates Vice staff every 6 months, they may not be aware
of the conditions in our community. We cannot support this because ofthe social implication to
63
64
65

!d. (Exhibit 16)
Id. (Exhibit 16)
Hall, Matthew, T., "Liquor license request stirs up anger," UT San Diego, 10 October 2012. (Exhibit 17)
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our community. (7) This is NOT the first time the owner of this site had asked for a license.
These previous owner was not successful. (8) There were 3 comments of support and 3
comments for denial. (9) Saturation of licenses IS STILL A BASIS for denial by the ABC.
ALSO, this is a high crime area (over 120% of City-wide average) This Census Tract's crime
rate is 231.7%." 66
Further, Applicant failed to show the project will not be detrimental to the public, health,
safety and welfare sufficient to overcome the limitation of alcoholic beverage outlets within a
Census Tract, or within 600 feet of a Census Tract, where the ratio of alcoholic beverage outlets
exceeds the standards established by the California Business and professional Code Section
23958.4.
As stated above, the Daly Report stated, "both the staff and the Police Department
concluded that if the permit were appropriately conditioned, the proposed alcohol sales would
not have a negative impact on the surrounding neighborhood. 67 The following conditions were
included in the Daly Report:
•
•

•

Regulate advertising 68
Provide for a well-lighted, cleaner site and prohibit specific on-site activities with
the objective of reducing the likelihood of loitering and other criminal activity on
the property,
Provide an opportunity for the San Diego Police Department to petition the State
Department of Alcohol Beverage Control (ABC) to include enforceable
conditions regulating the type, size, quantities and alcoholic content (proof by
volume) of the beverages. 69

The Daly Report also included a series of prohibitions:
•
•
•

No pinball games or arcade-style video and electronic games, or coin-operated
amusement machines on the premises;
No exterior or interior public pay phones on the premises, on adjacent sidewalks,
or areas under the control of the owner or operator
Advertising would be limited to interior signs only and 'No Loitering' signs
would be required to be prominently displayed on the premises; 70

The Daly Reports failed to show any nexus to how these conditions would meet the standards set
fmih in SDMC sec. 126.0305 in the Daly Repmi's conclusion which stated, "Permit conditions
have been added to this discretionary permit that would assure that the business would be a
66

Southeastern San Diego Planning Group (SSDPG) Project Committee Summmy: June 25, 2012-6 p.m.
(Exhibit 13)
67
10 October 2012, City of San Diego Development Services Department Report to the Hearing Officer,
Report No. HO 12-078, Subject: Eduardo's Market- Project Number 268446. P. 4 of 5. (Exhibit 16)
68
Id. (Exhibit 16)
69
!d. atp. 4 of5. (Exhibit 16)
70
I d. (Exhibit 16)
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cohesive element of the neighborhood and would not be detrimental to the public health, safety
and welfare ofthe community."
None of the community concerns about neighborhood violence, the ease of accessibility
to alcohol to minors and adults, and the high rates of domestic violence were raised or addressed
in the materials that the Hearing Officer relied upon. The Daly Report and the Hearing Officer
failed to make the proper showing that the community, in terms of these concerns, would not be
affected by the issuance of another liquor license in this community.
Further, the Hearing Officer appeared to ignore the concerns of the community as
communicated in the PowerPoint presentation given at the meeting. Specifically, the PowerPoint
addressed the amount of liquor licenses present in the census tract and stated, "CT 39.02 is
already overconcentrated (sic) - ABC website shows 5 active licenses, not 4 as stated in the the
report." 71 The report also points out: "High Crime- CT 39.02 has a crime rate that is 231% of
the City Average," the store is "Adjacent [to] residential use," and there is "School within 1000
feet." 72 These concerns were not even addressed by any evidentiary, factual, or testimonial
information.
The Hearing Officer further ignored information presented in the PowerPoint which
showed that more than one quarter of the crimes committed within a 1 mile radius of 317 5
National Avenue is alcohol and drug related crimes. 73 The following information was provided:

Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
71

PowerPoint, "Eduardo's Market- 3175 National Ave., San Diego CA- CUP/SDP for Off-Site Beer and
Wine- October 10, 2012" p. 3. (Exhibit 18)
72
!d. (Exhibit 18)
73
/d. at p. 6. (Exhibit 18)
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Crime Type Summary
Type of Crime
Drugs/Alcohol Violations
Motor Vehicle Theft
Assault
Theft/Larceny
Vandalism
Vehicle Break-In/Theft
Burglary
DUI
Robbery
Sex Crimes
Fraud
Weapons
Arson
Homicide

Number of
Instances
162
86
84
48
37
33
33
28
26
25
17
10
2
1''1

The information in the table -which was presented to the Hearing Officer - illustrates that
nearly 30 percent of all crime that occurs within a one mile radius of applicant store are
drug/alcohol related crimes. About 5 percent of all crimes were driving under the influence
anests. The repmi presented to the Hearing Officer stated: "Finding B - Alcohol sales are
detrimental to Health, Safety and Welfare." 75
Since the approval of the Conditional Use Permit by the Hearing Officer from City of
San Diego Development Services Department on 10 October 2012, more than 176 members of
the community have signed a petition which stated:
Statement in opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed
Eduardo's at 317 5 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take
pride in a safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the
proliferation of stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and
welfare or our citizens, our youth and community at large. We, the undersigned,
are asking for your support in our efforts to protect our children and families and
to preserve our quality of life in San Diego. Specifically, we request your serious
consideration to deny the request of the proposed type 20 Beer and Wine
application for 317 5 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113. This proposed retail
outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The proposed store is
74

75

Id. (Exhibit 18)
!d. at p. 7. (Exhibit 18)
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located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment unit and
near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one
located across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses
already sell similar goods and services, therefore, this beer license application is
not needed for public convenience and necessity. 76
Meanwhile, members of the community are currently working to plan a "safe passage" for young
members of the community on the very street that Eduardo's Marketplace is seeking the CUP in
order to sell alcoholic beverages. A Safe Passage, coordinates with school security officers, city
police and firefighters, but employs parents and neighborhood residents to canvass the
neighborhood.

v.
CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Hearing Officer did not have sufficient evidentiary or
factual support to show that the "proposed development will not be detrimental to the public
health, safety, and welfare.

Christopher S. Morris, Esq.

76

See 174 signed "Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113.'(Exhibit 19)
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§112.0506

Process Three Appeals
The Hearing Officer's decision may be appealed to the Planning Commission, as
specified in Chapter 12, Article 6 for the type of development and review required.
An appeal from a Hearing Officer's decision that involves applications consolidated
in accordance with Section 112.0103 shall be heard by the Planning Commission. An
appeal from a Process Three decision' shall be made in the following manner.
(a)

Persons Who Can Appeal. A Process Three decision may be appealed by the
following persons:

( 1)

An applicant; or

(2)

An interested person.

(b)

Time for Filing an Appeal. A Process Three decision may be appealed by
filing an application with the City Manager no later than 10 business days
after the date of the Hearing Officer's decision.

(c)

Grounds for Appeal. A Process Three decision may be appealed on any of the
following grounds:

(d)

(1)

Factual Error. The statements or evidence relied upon by the decision
maker when approving, conditionally approving, or denying a pem1it,
map, or other matter were inaccurate;

(2)

New Information. New information is available to the applicant or the
interested person that was not available through that person's
reasonable efforts or due diligence at the time of the decision; or

(3)

Findings Not Supported. The decision maker's stated findings to
approve, conditionally approve, or deny the pennit, map, or other
matter are not suppo1ied by the information provided to the decision
maker; or

(4)

Conflicts. The decision to approve, conditionally approve, or deny the
permit, map, or other matter is in conflict with a land use plan, a City
Council policy, or the Municipal Code.

Scheduling the Appeal Hearing. The appeal hearing before the Planning
Commission shall be held, or the City Manager shall set a date for the appeal
hearing, no later than 30 calendar days after the date on which the application
for an appeal is filed. The appeal hearing shall be noticed in accordance with
Section 112.0308.

(e)

Power to Act on Appeal. After the conclusion ofthe public hearing, the
Planning Commission may affirm, reverse, or modify the decision being
appealed.
(Added 12-9-1997 by 0-18451 N.S.; effective 1-1-2000.)
(Amended 11-28-05 by 0-19444 N.S.; effective 2-9-2006.)
Ch. Art. Div.
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Article 6: Development Permits

Division 3: Conditional Use Permit Procedures
(Added 12-9-1997 by 0-18451 N.S.; effective 1-1-2000.)

§126.0301

Purpose of the Conditional Use Permit Procedures
The purpose of these procedures is to establish a review process for the development
of uses that may be desirable under appropriate circumstances, but are not permhted
by right in the applicable zone. The intent of these procedures is to review these uses
on a case-by-case basis to determine whether and under what conditions the use may
be approved at a given site. Further, the intent is that each use be developed so as to
fully protect the public health, safety, and welfare of the community. To provide this
protection, conditions may be applied to address potential adverse effects associated
with the proposed use.
(Added 12-9-1997 by 0-18451 N.S.,· effective 1-1-2000.)

§126.0302

General Rules for a Conditional Use Permit Regarding Conditions, Adjustments
to Regulations, and Combination of Uses
(a)

In granting a Conditional Use Permit, the decision maker may impose
reasonable conditions as deemed necessary and desirable to protect the public
health, safety, and welfare including making any applicable use regulations or
regulations of the zone more restrictive, unless otherwise provided.

(b)

All existing and proposed uses on the site shall be identified in the penn it,
including existing or new uses permitted by right in the applicable zone, any
uses subject to a use permit, and those proposed uses that require the
Conditional Use Permit.

(c)

The privileges and conditions of a Conditional Use Permit are a covenant that
runs with the land and, in addition to binding the permittee, bind each
successor in interest.

(d)

The decision maker may assign an expiration date to the permit.

(Added 12-9-1997 by 0-18451 N.S.,· effective 1-1-2000.)
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§126.0303

When a Conditional Use Permit Is Required
An application for the following types of uses in certain zones may require a
Conditional Use Permit. To determine whether a Conditional Use Permit is required
in a pa1ticular zone, refer to the applicable Use Regulation Table in Chapter 13. The
decision process is described in Section 126.0304.
(a)

Conditional Use Permits Decided by Process Three
Agricultural equipment repair shops
Agriculture~related supplies and equipment sales
Alcoholic beverage outlets (under circumstances described in Section
141.0502)
Automobile service stations
Bed and breakfast establishments (under circumstances described in Section
141.0603)
Child Care Centers
Churches and places of religious assembly
Commercial stables
Companion units
Educational facilities
Employee housing
Energy generation and distribution stations
Equestrian show and exhibition facilities
Fraternities, sororities, and student donnitories
Historical buildings used for purposes not otherwise allowed in the zone
Housing for senior citizens
Impound storage yards
Major transmission, relay, or communication switching station
Museums
Newspaper publishing plants
Outdoor storage and display of new, umegistered motor vehicles as a primwy
use
Parking facilities as a primary use
Plant nurseries
Private clubs, lodges, and fraternal organizations
Processing and packaging of plant products and animal by~products grown
off~ premises
Recycling facilities (under circumstances described in Section 141.0620)
Residential care facilities for 7 to 12 persons
Swap meets and other large outdoor retail facilities
Wireless communication facilities (under circumstances described in Section
141.0420)
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(b)

Conditional Use Permits Decided by Process Four
Botanical gardens and arboretums
Camping parks
Cemeteries, mausoleums, and crematories
Correctional placement centers
Exhibit halls and convention centers
Golf courses, driving ranges, and pitch and putt courses
Hazardous waste research facilities
Homeless facilities
Hospitals, intermediate care facilities, and nursing facilities
Interpretive centers
Junk yards
Marine-related uses in the Coastal Overlay Zone
Mining and extractive industries
Nightclubs and bars over 5,000 square feet in size
Privately operated recreational facilities over 40,000 square feet in size
Residential care facilities for 13 or more persons
Social service institutions
Theaters that are outdoor or over 5,000 square feet in size
Wireless communication facilities (under circumstances described in Section
141.0420)
Wrecking and dismantling of motor vehicles

(c)

Conditional Use Permits Decided by Process Five
Airports
Amusements parks
Fairgrounds
Hazardous waste treatment facilities
Helicopter landing facilities
Sports arenas and stadiums
Transitional Housing for 7 or more persons
Very heavy industrial uses
Zoological parks

(Amended 8-10-2004 by 0-19308 N.S.,· effective 4-11-2007.)
(Amended 11-13-08 by 0-19803 N.S,· effective 12-13-2008.)
(Amended 8-4-2011 by 0-20081 N.S.; effective 1 0-6-2011.)

[Editors Note: Amendments as adopted by 0-20081 N. S. will not apply within the
Coastal Overlay Zone until the California Coastal Commission ce1tifies it as a Local
Coastal Program Amendment.
Click the link to view the Strikeout Ordinance highlighting changes to prior language
http://docs.sandiego.gov/municode strikeout ord/0-20081-SO .pdf]
Ch. Art. Div.
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Article 1: Separately Regulated Use Regulations

Division 5: Retail Sales Use Category--Separately Regulated Uses
(Added 12-9-1997 by 0-18451 N.S.)

§141.0501

Agriculture-Related Supplies and Equipment
Agricultural-related supplies and equipment may be permitted with a Conditional Use
Permit decided in accordance with Process Three in the zones indicated with a "C" in
the Use Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Article 1 (Base Zones) subject to the
following regulations.
(a)

The location, number, and intensity of other nonagricultural establishments
located in the vicinity will be evaluated to determine the appropriate size and
intensity of the proposed establishment.

(b)

The proximity and capacity of freeways, primary arterials, and major streets
will be evaluated to determine the appropriate size and intensity of the
proposed establishment.

(c)

Off-street parking shall be sufficient to serve the facility and limit adverse
impacts to adjacent or nearby property.
(Added 12-9-1997 by 0-18451 NS.; effective 1-1-2000.)

§141.0502

Alcoholic Beverage Outlets
Any establishment for which a Type 20 Beer and Wine License or a Type 21 General
Liquor License has been obtained from, or for which an application has been
submitted to, the California Department of Beverage Control for permission to sell
alcoholic beverages for off-site consumption shall be regulated as an alcoholic
beverage outlet subject to this section.
Alcoholic beverage outlets are pennitted as a limited use in the zones indicated with
an "L" in the Use Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Atiicle 1 (Base Zones) subject to
the regulations in Section 141.0502(b). Proposals for alcoholic beverage outlets that
do not comply with the regulations in Section 141.0502(b) may be permitted with a
Conditional Use Permit decided in accordance with Process Three subject to the
regulations in Section 141.0502(c).
(a)

Exemptions. The following alcoholic beverage outlets and areas are exempt
from the provisions ofthis section:
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(1)

Hotels, motels, or any other lodging establishments where the area
devoted to the sale of alcoholic beverages for off-site consumption
does not exceed 10 percent of the gross floor area of the entire
premises;

(2)

Establishments of more than 15,000 square feet of gross floor area,
provided the area devoted to alcohol sales does not exceed 10 percent
of the gross floor area of the entire premises;

(3)

Alcoholic beverage establishments within the Gaslamp Quarter
Planned District and the Centre City Planned District; and

(4)

Alcoholic beverage outlets that were in existence on December 20,
1995, if the outlet retains the same type of retail liquor license within a
license classification and is in continuous operation without substantial
change in the mode or character of operation.
(A)

For the purposes of Section 141.0502(a)(4), a break in
"continuous operation" does not include the suspension of
business due to extraordinary circumstances beyond the control
of the licensee or a closure for more than 180 calendar days
during the diligent pursuit of building repairs or remodeling of
the premises undertaken under the authority of a valid Building
Pennit.

(B)

For the purposes of Section 141.0502(a)(4), "substantial
change in mode or character of operation" includes any of the
following:
(i)

Closure, abandonment, discontinuance, or suspension
of the outlet for more than 180 consecutive calendar
days during which the premises are not continually
maintained and secured;

(ii)

Alteration of the premises that would result in an
increase of more than 10 percent of the existing gross
floor area of all structures on the premises;

(iii)

Revocation or suspension of the license issued by the
State of California Depmtment of Alcoholic Beverage
Control (ABC) for a period of more than 30 calendar
days for any reason; or

San Diego Municipal Code

Chapter 14: General Regulations

(4-2012)

(iv)

(b)

Conviction of the owner, operator, or the ABC licensee
for violations of California Health and Safety Code
Sections 11350, 11351,11352, 11550 and 11364.7
when the conviction relates to the premises or the
operation of the establishment.

Limited Use Regulations. Alcoholic beverage outlets are permitted as a
limited use subject to the following regulations.

(1)

Alcoholic beverage outlets are not permitted in any of the following
locations:
(A)

Within a census tract, or within 600 feet of a census tract,
where the general crime rate exceeds the citywide average
general crime rate by more than 20 percent;

(B)

Within a census tract, or within 600 feet of a census tract,
where the ratio of alcohol beverage outlets exceeds the
standards established by California Business and Professional
Code section 23958.4;

(C)

In an adopted Redevelopment Project Area;

(D)

Within 600 feet of a public or private accredited school, a
public park, a playground or recreational area, a church except
those established in accordance with Section 141 .0404(a), a
hospital, or a San Diego County welfare district office; and

(E)

Within 100 feet of a residentially zoned property.

(2)

For the purposes of Section 141.0502(b)(l), the separation distance
shall be measured from property line to property line in accordance
with Section 113.0225. A separation distance less than that required
in Section 141.0502(b)(l) may be approved by the City Manager due
to the existence of natural or built barriers such as topography,
freeways,jlood control channels, rivers, or similar divisive features if
no direct access is available within the measurement area.

(3)

Pool or billiard tables, foosball or pinball games, arcade style video
and electronic games, or coin-operated amusement devices are not
permitted on the premises with an alcoholic beverage outlet.
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(4)

Exterior public pay phones that permit incoming calls are not
permitted on the premises, adjacent public sidewalks, or areas under
the control of the owner or operator.

(5)

The owner or operator shall provide illumination, at a minimum level
of 0.4 foot candles per square foot, on the exterior of the alcoholic
beverage outlet, including adjacent public sidewalks and areas under
the control ofthe owner or operator. The illumination shall be in
operation during all hours of darkness while the outlet is open for
business so that persons standing on or near the premises at night are
identifiable by Jaw enforcement personnel. The required illumination
shall be shielded and directed so that it does not shine on adjacent
properties.

(6)

The sign area pertaining to or referencing alcoholic sales or beverages
shall not exceed 630 square inches.

(7)

A maximum of 3 3 percent of the square footage of the windows and
doors of the premises may bear advertising or signs of any sort, and all
advertising and signs shall be placed and maintained in a maimer that
ensures that law enforcement personnel have a clear and unobstructed
view of the interior ofthe outlet.

(8)

The owner or operator of the alcoholic beverage outlet shall post a
prominent, permanent sign or signs stating, "No loitering,
consumption of alcoholic beverages, or open alcoholic beverage
containers are allowed inside the premises, in the parking area, or on
the public sidewalks adjacent to the premises."

(9)

The owner or operator shall list a business address and telephone
number in the Pacific Bell/San Diego telephone directory or other
similarly distributed directory.

(1 0)

The owner or operator shall provide trash receptacles, conveniently
located for use by patrons, inside and outside the alcoholic beverage
outlet, including adjacent public sidewalks and areas under the control
of the owner or operator. At least one 13-gallon trash receptacle shall
be located inside the premises. At least one 32-gallon trash receptacle
shall be located outside the alcoholic beverage outlet, and at least one
additional 32-gallon trash receptacle shall be located in the parking
areas under the control of the owner or operator.

San Diego Municipal Code
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(c)

(11)

The owner or operator shall maintain the premises, adjacent public
sidewalks, and areas under the control of the owner or operator, free of
litter and graffiti at all times. The owner or operator shall provide for
daily removal of trash, litter, and debris. The owner or operator shall
eliminate graffiti within 48 hours of application.

(12)

Off-street parking shall be provided in accordance with the
requirements for retail sales uses in Table 142.05D.

Conditional Use Permit Regulations. Proposed alcoholic beverage outlets that
do not comply with the regulations in Section 141.05 02(b) may be permitted
with a Conditional Use Permit decided in accordance with Process Three
subject to the following regulations.
(1)

The San Diego Police Department shall provide the City Manager with
a recommendation on the proposed use and location ofthe alcoholic
beverage outlet. The City Manager will provide the applicant with a
copy the Police Department recommendation at least 7 calendar days
before the date of the public hearing. The decision maker will review
and consider the Police Department recommendation before making a
decision on the application.

(2)

The decision maker may request that the State of California
Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control impose restrictions on any
alcohol sales license to be issued or renewed by the state. The
decision maker's request shall be based on an evaluation of conditions
in the area of the proposed alcoholic beverage outlet, including the
concentration of alcoholic beverage outlets, high crime rates, or any
other conditions in the area that would be aggravated by the sale of
alcoholic beverages.

(3)

Off-street parking shall be provided in accordance with the
requirements for retail sales uses in Table 142.05D.

(4)

Conditions addressing the following issues may be imposed by the
decision maker:
(A)

Entertainment uses or activities or amusement devices on the
premises;

(B)

Separation, monitoring, or design of the area devoted to
alcoholic beverage sales;
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(C)

Hours of operation;

(D)

Security measures; and

(E)

Lighting, litter, graffiti or nuisance abatement, or any other
special requirements for the premises.

(5)

The owner or operator shall post a copy of the Conditional Use Permit
conditions in the licensed premises in a place where they may be
readily viewed by any member of the general public or any member of
a government agency.

(6)

The Conditional Use Permit shall include a date on which the permit
will expire and become void. This date shall not be less than 10 years
from the approval date ofthe Conditional Use Permit.

(7)

An applicant may request that the expiration date be extended in
accordance with the following provisions.
(A)

An application for an extension shall be filed before the
expiration of the approved Conditional Use Permit.

(B)

An application for an extension shall be considered in
accordance with Process Two if there is no record in the City
of San Diego Police Department or other department or with
any other governmental agency of any violations of the State of
California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control rules,
regulations, and orders or of any violation of city, county, state
or federal law, code, regulation or policy related to prostitution,
drug activity or other criminal activity on the premises.

(C)

An application for an extension shall be considered in
accordance with Process Three if there is a record of violations
as described in Section 141.0502(c)(7)(B).

(D)

Prior violations of any conditions contained in an approved
Conditional Use Permit shall constitute grounds for denying an
application for an extension.
(Added 12-9-1997 by 0-18451 N.S.; effective 1-1-2000.)
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Article 3: Land Development Terms
(Added 12-9-1997 by 0-18451 N.S.)

Division 1: Definitions
("Definitions" added 12-9-1997 by 0-18451 N.S.)

§113.0101

Purpose of Definitions
The purpose ofthis division is to provide clear and concise definitions of words and
phrases that have meanings specifically related to the Land Development Code and to
apply these terms in a consistent way throughout the Land Development Code.
(Added 12-9-1997 by 0-18451 N.S.; effective 1-1-2000.)

§113.0102

Identification of Definitions
Each word or phrase that is defined in this division appears in the text of the Land
Development Code in italicized letters.
(Added 12-9-1997 by 0-18451 N.S.,· effective 1-1-2000.)

§113.0103

Definitions
Abutting property means a lot or parcel of land that shares all or part of a common lot
line with another lot or parcel of land.
AccessmJI building means an accessmy structure which is also a "building" as
defined in the California Building Code.
Accessmy structure means a structure attached to or detached from a primary
structure located on the same premises that is customarily incidental and subordinate
to the primary structure or use. The term accessmy structure includes
accessory buildings.
Accessmy use means a use of land or building, or portion thereof, that is customarily
incidental to, related to, and clearly subordinate to a prim my use of the land or
building located on the same premises.
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(a)

Archaeological sites listed in the City of San Diego Historical Resources
Board Register or listed in or determined to be eligible for listing in the
California Register of Historical Resources or in the National Register of
Historic Places;

(b)

Areas of past human occupation where important prehistoric or historic
activities or events occurred (such as villages or large camps); and

(c)

Locations of past or current traditional religious or ceremonial observances as
defined by California Public Resources Code Section 5097.9, et seq., and
protected under Public Law 95-341, the American Indian Religious Freedom
Act (such as burials, pictographs, petroglyphs, solstice observation sites, and
sacred shrines).

Interested person means a person Who was present at a public hearing from which an
appeal arose and who had filed a speaker slip with the decision maker at that public
hearing or a person who expressed an interest in the decision in writing to that
decision maker before the close of the public hearing.
Interior court means a space that is open and unobstructed to the sky and is bounded
on three or more sides by walls that extend above grade.
Internally illuminated sign means a sign that has the light source enclosed within it so
the source is not visible to the eye.
Kitchen means an area used or designed to be used for the preparation of food which
includes facilities to aid in the preparation of food such as a sink, a refrigerator and
stove, a range top or oven.
Land use plans means the Progress Guide and General Plan and adopted community
plans, specific plans, precise plans, and sub-area plans.
Large retail establishment means a single tenant retail establishment 50,000 square
feet or greater gross floor area or one multiple tenant retail establishment 50,000
square feet or greater gross floor area where the multiple tenants share common
check stands, a controlling interest, storage areas, warehouses, or distribution
facilities.
Lateral access means the public access along the shoreline paralleling the water's
edge.
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CITY OF SAN DIEGO HEARING OFFICER
DOCKET FOR HEARING OFFICER MEETING
OCTOBER 10, 2012
COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 12TH FLOOR
CITY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
8:30A.M.
NOTE: Lcmd 1/.se Hermi1g.s· are held a! O':JO A.M. and are appealable lo !he Fl(11!lllilg Commts'Sion.
Appeal appl/caliolls lllfiJ' be ob/ati!erl on !he f"'.floor q/lhe LJeve/op;!lelll SerJI!ceJ' /Jullmi1g, localed a/
/2.2.2 .!'' A11emte, San.Oiego, CA .9.2/0/.

.(/'a Sign Lal!gllage illle!prelet; airl.r/or the JI/J'IIfll!y tiJ!pati"f!t/, or Allema//)Je .llrlelllilg .OeFice.r (A.llJ s)
are reqttli"f!t/, please col//acllhe lJt:rrtbl/ily SenlfCes Coorcl!ilalor a! 6JfJ-J.2/-J.206' a/leas!.fiFe (5) worlai1g
d~I'S prior lo !he mee11i1g to e!IJUre al'mlabill(y.
Those items with an asterisk (*) will include
consideration of the appropriate environmental document.

Each ile/JI presm!ed 011 rhi.r docker IS a Process J tl!lcler !he La!!clLJeFelopmel!l Cocle Seclio/1 J/.2. 0.50/.

ITEM -1:

PUBLIC COMMENT - ISSUES WITHIN THE JURISDICTION OF THE
HEARING OFFICER NOT PREVIOUSLY HEARD. REQUESTS TO SPEAK
SHOULD BE SUBMITTED TO THE HEARING OFFICER RECORDING
SECRETARY AT THE TitvJE OF THE MEETING. NOTE: 3 MINUTE
MAXIMUM PER SPEAKER.

ITEM-2:

REQUESTS FOR CONTINUANCES OR WITHDRAWALS

ITEM-3:

ITEMS TO BE PLACED ON CONSENT AGENDA.

ITEM-4:

TONG RESIDENCE EOT- PROJECT NO. 280468
City Council District: 1; Plan Area: La Jolla
STAFF:

Glenn Gargas

Extension of Time for Coastal Development Permit 139245 and Site
Development Permit 141335 for Environmentally Sensitive Lands to demolish
an existing Single Dwelling Unit and construct a new 6,796 square foot Single
Dwelling Unit with attached 3-car garage on a 18,100 square foot propeJiy. The
project site is located at 961 La Jolla Rancho Road in the RS-1-4 Zone, Coastal
Zone (non- appealable), Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone and within the
La Jolla Community Plan area. Exempt from Environmental.
RepOJtNo. H0-12-069
RECOMMENDATION:
Approve

HEARING OFFICER DOCKET OF OCTOBER 10,2012
ITEM- 5:

*KEATING RESIDENCE- PROJECT NO. 266405
City Council District: 1; Plan Area: La Jolla
STAFF:

Glenn Gargas

Coastal Development Permit to demolish an existing residence and construct an
approximate 11,470 square foot, two-story, single family residence with a four
car garage and rear yard swimming pool on a 47,057 square foot property. The
project site is located at 9633 La Jolla Fanns Rd in the RS-1-2 Zone, Coastal
Overlay Zone (appealable), Coastal Height Limitation, Parking Impact,
Residential Tandem Parking and First Public Roadway Overlay Zones, within
the La Jolla Community Plan area. Mitigated Negative Declaration No. 266405.
Report No. H0-12-077

RECOMMENDATION:
Approve
ITEM- 6:

EDUARDO'S- PROJECT NO. 268446
City Council District: 8; Plan Area: Southeastern San Diego
STAFF:

Tim Daly

Conditional Use Pem1it and Site Development Permit pursuant to the
Southeastem San Diego Planned District Ordinance to sell beer and wine in an
existing market at 317 5 National Ave in the CSR-2 Zone of Southeastem San
Diego Plmmed District within the Southeastern San Diego Community Plan.
Exempt from Environmental. Report No. H0-12-078

RECOMMENDATION:
Approve
ITEM-7:

COST MART MARKET- PROJECT NO. 285219
City Council District: 8; Plan Area: Mid-City
STAFF:

Patrick Hooper

Conditional Use Pen11it to upgrade a Type 20 ABC license to a Type 21 license
to allow the general sale of alcoholic beverages within an existing market
currently selling beer and wine only. The project site is located at 3347 El Cajon
Boulevard. Exempt from Environmental. Report No. H0-12-079

RECOMMENDATION:
Approve

HEARING OFFICER DOCKET OF OCTOBER 10,2012

ITEM- 8:

NORTH PARK 76 STATION- PROJECT NO. 238798
City Council District: 3; Plan Area: Greater North Park
STAFF:

Patrick Hooper

Conditional Use Permit for the sale of alcoholic beverages (beer and wine only)
within an existing service station and a 399 square-foot addition to the existing
mini-market located at 3154 El Cajon Boulevard. Exempt from Environmental.
Report No. H0-12-080
RECOMMENDATION:
Approve

Exhibit 7

Page 1

1 OF 1 RECORD(S)

Assessment Record For SAN DIEGO County
Owner Information
Original Name: DALLO & CO INC (COMPANY/CORPORATION)
DBA GIGANTE IGA MARKET (COMPANY/CORPORATION)
Standardized Name: DALLO & CO INC
DBA GIGANTE IGA MARKET
Original Address: 5075 FEDERAL BLVD
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
Standardized Address: 5075 FEDERAL BLVD
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102-2652
SAN DIEGO COUNTY

Property Information
Original Property Address: 3175 NATIONAL AVE
SAN DIEGO, CA
Standardized Property Address: 3175 NATIONAL AVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113-2543
SAN DIEGO COUNTY
Land Use: COMMERCIAL (GENERAL)
Data Source: B

Legal Information
Assessor's Parcel Number: 550-150-08

Assessment Information
Assessment Year: 2005
Assessed Improvement Value: $343,692
Total Assessed Value: $343,172

Tax Information
Tax Rate Code: 8-001

Property Characteristics
No. of Buildings: 2

Important: The Public Records and commercially available data sources used on reports have errors. Data is sometimes
entered poorly, processed incorrectly and is generally not free from defect. This system should not be relied upon as
definitively accurate. Before relying on any data this system supplies, it should be independently verified. For Secretary
of State documents, the following data is for information purposes only and is not an official record, Certified copies
may be obtained from that individual state's Department of State.
Your DPPA Permissible Use is: I have no permissible use
Your GLBA Permissible Use is: I have no permissible use
Copyright© 2012 LexisNexis, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Exhibit 8

California ABC -License Query System -Data Summary

http://www.abc.ca.gov/datport/LQSData.asp?ID=22207032

California Department of Alcoholic
Beverage Control
License Que1y Syste1n Suntma1y
as of 10/16/2012
jLicense Information
jPrimary Owner: DALLO, RAFID N
!ABC OfficeofApplication: 10- SAN DIEGO
jBusiness Name

,[Address: 3175 NATIONAL AVE
jstate: CA

Census Tract: 0039.02

Zip Code: 92113

...

--

J

ij 1) License Type: 20- OFF-SALE BEER AND WINE

~.:.I- -. ~;;;;~~:,--S~a~:. ;~~~:;~(s)=: ~ ~·-:-: =. . . ·. . ·~ . . . •. · · · · • -: ~:
. Qrigi!l~l}~sl1~_l>at~:.
:j

......... ~~J2il"ati_ol1Df!t~:
Duplicate: 0
Fee Code: P40

Master: Y

j __ ......~!~~ns~.Type_":"!ls !~~~~sf.~EE~~.Q~: ... K~2.M.= ..............................................
jcurrent Disciplinary Action

1

jDisci~lin~ry Hi~t~ry

....... . . . . . . ... .. . . . ...

o

...

J.·. No Di;ciplin~r~ .J!istory found . .. .
.J~?i~j~f.?.~~ati~l1.

···: .................... -.: . .. . .. . ... . . .......... ::·-.· ·: .........

.r .. No Active Holds found . ..

J:. ]\To_ Escrow fo_~n~~ .: .
- - - End of Report - - -

1 of2

10/17/201~

11:43 AM
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Page 1

1 OF 1 RECORD(S)

Assessment Record For SAN DIEGO County
Estimated Roll Certification Date: 07/01/2011
Owner Information
Original Name: MD & CD INC (COMPANY/CORPORATION)
DBA EDUARDOS MERCADO (COMPANY/CORPORATION)
Standardized Name: DBA EDUARDOS MERCADO
MD & CD INC
Original Address: 5075 FEDERAL BLVD
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
Standardized Address: 5075 FEDERAL BLVD
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102-2652
SAN DIEGO COUNTY

Property Information
Original Property Address: 3175 NATIONAL AVE
SAN DIEGO, CA
Standardized Property Address: 3175 NATIONAL AVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113-2543
SAN DIEGO COUNTY
Land Use: COMMERCIAL (GENERAL)
Data Source: B

Legal Information
Assessor's Parcel Number: 6214060000
Brief Description: (5501500800)
Legal Description: CITY/MUNI!TWNSP: SAN DIEGO

Assessment Information
Assessment Year: 2011
Assessed Improvement Value: $248,466
Total Assessed Value: $248,466

Tax Information
Tax Rate Code: 80-01

Property Characteristics
School Tax District: SAN DIEGO CITY

Important: The Public Records and cornrr.ercially available data sources used on reports have errors. Data is sometimes
entered poorly, processed incorrectly and is generally not free from defect. This system should not be relied upon as
definitively accurate. Before relying on any data this system supplies, i t should be independently verified. For Secretary
of State documents, the following data is for information purposes only and is not an official record. Certified copies
may be obtained from that individual state's Department of State.
Your DPPA Permissible Use is: I have no permissible use
Your GLBA Permissible Use is: I have no permissibl~ use
Copyright© 2012 LexisNexis, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Exhibit 10

THE CITY OF SAN OtEGO

June 30, 2011

IN REPLYING PLEASE
GIVE OUR REF.NO.

1914141113
Certified Mail #7005 1820 000 7491 2954

Mr. Mike Dallo
31 75 National Avenue
San Diego, Ca. 92113
Reference: PCN Application
THIS LETTER IS TIME SENSITIVE
Dear 1v1r. Dalla:
On March 9, 2011, you requested.a Public Convenience or Necessity evaluation of the premises
located at 317 5 National A venue, San Diego, CA. in consideration for a Type 20 Off-Sale Beer
& Wine License.

I conducted a site inspection of the premises and the surrounding areas. Although the business is
well within 100 feet of several residentially-zoned properties, it appears that the proposed
business will benefit the area with appropriate restrictive conditions placed on the Alcoholic
Beverage & Control License. They include but are not limited to: appropriate hours, no siugle sales of
beer, malt beverages and/or wine coolers and floor space dedicated to refrigerated product. In addition,
the Police Department will be requesting "No Loitering, No Alcohol Consumption" signs posted on the
exterior of the building, sufficient lighting :in the parking lot, and no payphones on the premise. Other
conditions may be requested to mitigate any public safety issues.

In accordance with Business and Professions Code, section 23958.4 your application is required
to meet standards for public convenience and necessity. After consulting with the City of San
Diego Development Services Department, I learned that your client will still need to obtain a
Conditional Use Permit in order to conduct the type of business planned for this location.
However, pending approval by the Development Services Department, your application for
Public Co~enience or Necessity has been approved.

li
dt~~Griffin, Ser;, L·

I

1J Sincerely,(

I

J.

.

·,.

k

\··~··--\-San Diego Police J3eJartment
Vice Admin Unit

CITY OF SAN DIEGO POLICE DEPARTMENT
VICE OPERATIONS
i40i BROADWAY, SAN DIEGO, CA 92101-5729
PHONE: (6iS) 531·2452 FAX! (619) 531-2449

Exhibit 11

California ABC - License Query System - Data Summary

http://www.abc.ca.gov/datport/LQSData.asp?ID=58997543

California Department of Alcoholic
Beverage Control
License Que1y Systent Sununa1y
as of 10/1612012

jPrimary Owner: MD & CD INC
'(A:BC ()ffice of Applica~ion: 10 - SAN DIEGO
jBusiness Name

jcity: SAN DIEGO
lstate: CA

County: SAN DIEGO

Zip Code: 92113

.

_

J~ice~se~: ryrg ~ <;:]) P'J.C: ...
[ _{]f!l!lP(ll~)' [nfo_I~fl!(lti.q?J . . . . -··· _ .
I . Officer: KASAWDISH, ED F (PRESIDENT)

... ···--·----------~- ·····--··-----------;

;I 1) License Type: 20- OFF-SALE BEER AND WINE

D~te: 10-:1\l()V-2011

:J

Status

.j

OrigJnal Issue Date:

I

Master: Y

_Te~!ll:12Iy1onth(s)
E~piration Date:

Duplicate: 0

1.H_ -~~ii~I1~-~})'P_~-~·~s_ ~r.--~~if~~i.~~~Q~~-;

Fee Code: P40

·--FROM: . -·· · --·

-H-

!current Disciplinary Action

1 of2

jHold Date: lO-NOV-2011

Type: FORM 220

jHold Date: 28-DEC-2011

Type: H & L PROTEST

10/17/201211:43 AM

California ABC - License Query System - Data Summary

http://www.abc.ca.gov/datport/LQSData.asp?ID=58997543

!Escrow
No Escrow found . ..
J. . .

- - - End of Report- - -

For a definition of codes, view our glossary.

2 of2

lOll 7/2012 11:43 AM
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SAN DillGO POLICEDEPARTMEI'tf
CONDIDONAL US~ PERMIT R.EC01\1MENDATION
PREMlSB ADDRESS:

3175 National Ave, San Diego

TYPE OF BUSINESS:

Grocery Slo.re-MD & CD Ino.-Bduardoa Mercnrlo
39.02

NUMBER OF ALCOHOL l-JCENSllS ALLOWED:

4

NUMBER OF ALCOHOL LICUNSES EXISTING:

4

CRJME RATE IN THIS CENSUS TRACI':
231.7%
(No~ C1l!ISidercd HlJ!b Crime lfllncceds 120% ofChy-wide Al'l:l1lllo)
THREE OR MORE REPORTED CIUMES AT THIS PREMtSE WITRIN PAST YEAR

0

IS mE PREMISE \Vfl'HlN 500 PEBT o.F 1NCOMMTIBLE FACILITY

0~ ~NO

lS 'l'HB PREMJSE Wl'fHIN' 100 FEET OF RESIDEN1'1ALLY ZOf/ED PROPERTY

t8l¥ES ONO

ABCLlCENSE Rl\VOICED AT '1108 :PREMlSJ! \YlTffiN 'PAST YE,I\.R

0 YES i8lNO

HAS .AP!'llCANT !JEEN CONYJCT.EP OF Alf'/ P.ELON)'

OYllS

t2lNO

W1LL THIS BUSINESS BE DETIUMENJALTO THE PUBLIC HF..ALTH, SAF:IITY,
AND WEIJIA.J.m OP THE COMMUh'ITY .AND CITY

0

J81 NO

YES J81NO

YF..S

I
1

l
1

I

COMM~'TSIOTHERrACTORS CONSIDERED: t.fbe applicnnl is

applying for Type 20 Beur & "VV'ine
Off.Salc:: license. During iDspectlon of the premi6t!S, 1 found the grocery slnre clean and well
kept, There 1s a liquor s~ure a.wu~li fh,c .alreel ap.d resldonts on tl\!l baqk alley portion of the
building.
•

The store woUld add C()l)Veuicmce too lllatt)' of the residents who w(lUld liJ;e topurchas~ beer &
wine with thclT groceries, Because many of Lhe residents in the area do not own cm:B, the only
of.hcr aUei:natl.ve t? buy bee.r & v,iine W'ould be to purchaae froni traditional style liquor stqre
(Bnac Liquor) which ia'loelllod on th~ oorp,or,
·
·

a

mJGGESTED CONDrTIONS: Although the convenience Bl01'6 would be good for the con:nnuni.ty 1n o
ge.o,arnl sense, lhere Q.l'O issues that would 1l.eed to be conU:ollt:d. Due to Its Ioca(jon in a higlJ
odme nrca, protdmity tp the freeway, and 1\ dem,ogrophlc mo1l1Qlng fiuni.Uell, b'Pooilll
COJUJiderntions should be taken wrUi condJiicms plnoed .on i;he of!'-snle prlvelagt;lll. The fo;llowing
rccoiJlll).ended condilions should be iDoorpo.mted iuto the regulatory Ucensell and lnn,d UBc for this
1ocation:

The Snn Diego Pollee Depar!monl agrees to the issullUce of the CUP as long as the following
conditions are included in the AlP<Jholic Bcvernge Control Li.cense, and nny olhnr llmgunge bolb
ngepciea belic:;vc will booof.it the community,
1,

Sn1es of nlcohollc bovemges sl:uill be pm:llttoo only botween the bouw o:f 7:00 AM and

10:00 each day of the week.

4

2.
\V'me;: ~hall not be sold in botUes or contalnCl's smallfl!' than 750 :z:ol and wine coolers OJ'
bec:r coolers must be sold in manufuoturfl!' pre-packaged multi-unit quantities.

3,
No wine shall be sold with flllnloobolio content greater tban 15% by volume except for
"Dinner Wines" whioll have beeu aged two years OJ' more.
4.
Beer, .tn.eilt bcvern.gcs or wine cooler produot:li, rcgan:ll~s oi ooDtalnt:r tiiztl, must be sold
in rrumufnct\ll'el' pre-puokaged multi-unit quantities.
5.
The petitioner(a) sball post una maintain ll professional qlUllity aign facing the premisee
parki:Qg lot(a) iliaL reads as the following: NO LOITEIUNG, NO LITTERING, NO DJUNKING
OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES. VIOLATORS ARE SUBJECT TO ARREST. The slgn tiliiill
be at least two feet sqn!ll'e wiili two inch block letterin_g, The sign sluill be in English and
Spanish.

6.
Any graffiti painted or marked upotl the ptcmises or on nny adjacent area under tho
control of the licensee(~) shall be removed or pamted over wi!hi:u 48 houn; .ofbcl.ug applied.

7.
time.

There shnll be no amusement machines or '1dco game devices on the premises atony

&.

No pay telepbone will be maintained on !he interior or cxleu:ior of the premises.

9.
:No lo1tering on the prc:mise.s nnd ifnooes$ary a ~ecurity gltard to con!rol cnforcememl of
this J?rovision,
10.
Illumination in the parking lot. Security camera covering both .interior nnd exterior
premises.

11.
No more tlmll. ;:>.Q..p.ercem of the sq1tare footl(ge of the prcmis!'-S will be 'Wled for ihe
<liapln.)' ofnlcoholic beverages,
·
Including !IllY udditionnl conditiom that rnay be awropriate 11s n result of an e.stsbllibmenl being
located within a high r.:~!,me area.
SAN PXEGO l'OLICEJEPARTMENT RECOM]\fii:l'.'DATIONI

APl'JlOV£~

lS·~;A-LB~
NliiDc of.SDP.D Vice SelJlCMl (Print)

.~
Vice Sf:I¥dmt

DENY--.-.

Telephone Number

~(3_) !jj) ~'«----1--DateofRovl~·

5

Exhibit 13

SOUTHEASTERN SAN DIEGO PLANNING GROUP (SSDPG)

PROJECTS COMMITTEE SUMMARY
June 25, 2012-6:00 P.M.
1. CALL TO ORDER, ROLL CALL, AND INTRODUCTIONS: The Projects Committee is a subcommittee of
the Southeastern San Diego Planning Group and is subject to the Brown Act. Therefore, Board attendance
is limited to four Board Members in order to avoid a quorum. All other Board Members must refrain from
discussion of the Projects presented. This limitation does not apply to non-voting General Members. Board

Member Present: Reynaldo Pisano, Vincent Noto, James Lawrence, and Maria Riveroll. General Members
Present: Steve Veach and Louise Torio.
2. GENERAL COMMENTS: None
3. INFO ITEMS:

A. EKCO METALS, Project No. 241664, 2830-2846 Commercial St.,Memorial Neighborhood
.56 acre, Zoned 1-1, Memorial Neighborhood. Application for a Neighborhood Use Permit and
Neighborhood Development Permit for a recycling facility with a rear yard and side yard 9'
over-height fences, are being being proposed as 10', therefore, these are 2 separate
deviations. Applicant is Donnis Eninger. Project Manager is Renee Mezo, Development
Services. Presented by Steve Laub, Land Solutions.
Presentation:
> Neighborhood Use Permit (NUP) for a recycling facility and Neighborhood Development Permit
(NDP)- NUP for recycle and NDP is for 2 deviations for fence heights on the rear fence and
west side fence, proposing 10' where 9' +20% is allowed.
> NUP is for a large recycling collection facility. No processing.
>This is a Process 2, the decision will be made by the Planning Director.
> Site last was used as trucking terminal.
> Ecko has been on the property for more than a year (doing trucking activities without a permit.
They (were cited and) requested to get an NUP.
>The NUP (Neighborhood Use Permit) is for recycling; (not over 800sf) which would be
considered a large recycling facility. Since 1966, they have operated a site in Los Angeles for
heavy recycling. This is a small collection facility, which, after sorting, will send the materials
there.
> The only activity at this site is to sort and place the materials in a truck (once a week)- more if
they get more business (on permit it requires no more than once a day).
>Will not receive CRV recyclables (noise issues). No after-hours drops. No reverse-vending
machines. No after-hours drop-offs. No food waste on property. Dealing with business to
business. One of the contracts that they will seek is the water department for the old water
meters and such. Will only accept large items.
> At the point of public drop-offs, their clients will require 2 forms of identification. Will generate
police reports to ensure that the property recycled has not been stolen.
> No new buildings. Front steps will be moved to the back, for access to the office through the
loading dock only.
>Wood-like material will cover corrugated metal fences. Meets PDO requirements.
> Existing fence in the front will be moved back 10 feet from front-yard set-back area, no
deviation will be needed - that is allowed.
> 10' set-back will be landscaped, with "thorny" plants. 20 such plants in 15 gallon-size, i.e.,
pyracantha kasan They will add one peppermint tree to the parkway.
1

)>
)>
)>
)>

>
>
>
>
>

Hope to have 7 employees on site.
Environmental review is exempt, no impacts. No new construction.
Met all requirements for the City; we have asked them to wait for this Board's decision.
The hours of operation= 7:30AM to 3:30PM M-F, 7:30AM to 12:30PM pm Saturday.
Doing transfer and storage on the site which is permitted by right on the Code.
The Ordinance allows the fence on west 10' high.
13 off-street parking for employees and customers. The bed of the semi will be parked there
and when full, will be picked up and an empty one left.
The fence went up in March 2011. Will need building permit for the fence ... 1 to move the
front fence back, and the other to re-do the two existing fences.
Landscaping is not required a site this size for this use. We are adding it voluntarily.

Committee Concerns and Recommendations:
1. Need guarantee on landscape maintenance (Response: Part of the City's Permit, requires
maintenance).
2. Issue regarding the environmental document- This is not an existing facility. The previous use
was a transportation facility.
3. This use is not consistent with the Community Plan. The Environmental Document must be
challenged and also the NUP.
4. Page 66, Item 3b, of the 1987 Southeast San Diego Community Plan does not support
recycling -there has been no action by the City Council or the Planning Commission to
change or remove this language.(Response: We followed the PDO).
5. We will reserve our right to appeal. The deadline for comments is tomorrow. One of the
requirements for the findings is that it must be consistent with the Community Plan.
(Response: We are hoping you will not do that).
6. How can this (use) be operating as an existing facility?
7. One of the findings for NUP is that the applicable permitted use of the land should not be
incompatible with the Community' Plan ..
8. We will appeal the Environmental Document and reserve the right to appeal the NUP if it is
approved.
Consensus of the Committee: To forward the Project to the Planning Group Board
without a recommendation; however, highlight our concerns to the Board. We have
notified the Project Manager, Renee Mezo, that we reserve the right to appeal the
decision.
B. Eduardo's Market, Project No.268446, CUP Application and a Site Development Permit,
3175 National Avenue, Memorial Neighborhood, for alcoholic beverage sales
Project Manager, Tim Daly, Development Services. Presented by Attorney Shamoun.
Presentation:
> Very reputable and experienced company.
> Markets over 15,000sf can bypass the Community Plan and get a beer and wine license. This market
is 12-13,000sf.
> This is a type 20 license only for beer and wine- no singles and no fortified wines.
>' In the community (Census Tract 39.02), there are 4 liquor licenses, 3 markets and 1 gas station.
>' Police approved this because on 13% only 1/3 (4%) of those happened between SAM and 8 PM,
when the market would be open. Less than 1% sale to minors.
>' Give people to do one-stop shopping. The Police Department has put many restrictions on the
operation of Eduardo's if they were to get a beer and wine license.
2

>
>

>
>
>
>

The saturation of liquor licenses in the area, we know, is an issue. Customers have requested beer
and wine sales.
We want to be a one-stop shopping convenience store.
It will make the community a safer place. There 25 persons on staff.
They close at 8:00PM.
They will install a security officer to enforce the no loitering condition.
The Company will go beyond the restrictions imposed by the San Diego Police Department, as
follows:

3

Committee Concerns and Comments:
1. The conditions imposed by the Police Department are only suggestions. Even though the Applicant
has assured us that they will go above and beyond any of these suggestions, they are asking us to
accept their word. We have nothing in writing.
2. Concerned was expressed about the at-risk youth in the community and the availability alcohol. A
remark was made that liquor can be acquired anywhere.
3. Traditionally, our community is over-saturated with beer and wine licenses. We do not support the sales
of beer and wine.
4. There is a very high saturation of licenses for off-sale alcohol in our community.
5. Domestic violence is high in our area.
6. The Police Department rotates Vice staff every 6 months, they may not be aware of the conditions in
our community. We cannot support this because of the social implication to our community.
7. This is NOT the first time the owner of this site had asked for a license. The previous owner was not
successful.
8. There were 3 comments of support and 3 comments for denial.
9. Saturation of licenses IS STILL A BASIS for denial by the ABC.ALSO, this is a high crime area (over
120% of City-wide average) This Census Tract's crime rate is 231.7%.

Committee consensus: to take the request to the full Planning Group with the Police Department
Recommendations and guarantee of implementation. We reserve the right to appeal (this is a
Process 3 -a Hearing Officer will make the final decision), however, we have not done that
formally.

ADJOURNMENT 7:45 PM

6

Exhibit 14

Southeastern San Diego
Community Planning Group
The Community Planning Group meets the second Monday of the month at Neighborhood
House, 841 South 41st Street, San Diego CA 921 13. Meetings time is 6 pm to 8 pm.
July 9, 2012

1. CALL TO ORDER, ROLL CALL, AND INTRODUCTIONS
2. APPROVAL OF TODAY'S AGENDA (ADDITIONS, CHANGES, OR OMISSIONS)
• The agenda was amended to clarity Ekco Metals action items into a) projects component
and b) Appeal of Environmental Determination. Motion to amend 9/0/0
3. APPROVAL OF April 9th and May 12th, 2012 MINUTES
No action taken. Minutes will be tabled until the next meeting
4. PUBLIC COMMENTS (two minutes per public speaker, on non-agenda items only)
Local educator commented on the unsafe pedestrian and traffic condition on Oceanview
Blvd between 40th and 45th Streets. Urges the planning group to look at traffic control
options.
5. STAFF REPORTS:
• CD4-Bruce Williams. Council President's Young's weekly update
• CD 8 -Martha Zapata. Sherman Heights Pot Hole repair day. Comm 22 project
to start work Monday July 16th.
• Susan Davis- Ricardo Flores. July newsletter and update on the activities of
Congresswoman Davis.
6. CONSENT ITEMS: Informational discussion: SEDC/Southeastern San
Diego Successor Agency UpdateSherry Brooks. Civic San Diego to consist of
Redevelopment= 2 Staff
CCDC=
25 staff
SEDC=
4 staff (Nancy, Sherry, Chris, and Maria)
State/County audit due this week on list of enforceable obligations.
7. ACTION ITEMS:
A. Election of Jerry Guzman-Verara to the Board of the Southeastern San Diego
Planning Group
• Acceptance ofthe application and election of Jerry Guzman-Verara to an open even
year seat. Mr. Guzman has not been out of office for more than a year so his
maximum 8-year term does not restmt.
----~-----------------~----~~~~--~--~-------------1 Southeastern San Diego Community Planning Group Meeting Notes September 7, 2012

B. EKCO METALS, Project No. 241664, 2830~2846 Commercial St.
0.56 acre, Zoned 1~1, Logan Heights Neighborhood. Application for a Neighborhood Use
Permit and Neighborhood Development Permit for a recycling facility with a rear yard
and side yard 9' over~height fences. 2 separate deviations. Applicant is Donnis Eninger.
Project Manager is Renee Mezo, Development Services. Presenter is Steve Laub.
• NUP/NDP presentation by the applicant team stressed the Large Collection facility,
operational improvements; General Plan and Council Policy consistency on recycling,
solid waste diversion and reduction of green house gas; City code divides recycling
into 11 categories - 4 collection types, and 7 processing types; strict interpretation to
deny recycling will also prohibit other collection facilities such as boy scouts, Father
Joe's, reverse vending, ect. Motion to deny Pisano/Carter 6/3/0

•

Environmental Determination Appeal~Chair Riveroll submitted an appeal to the
Environmental Determination prior to item being heard by the planning group. The an
affirmative action by the planning group would codify the Chair' appeal submittal.
The appeal was filed on the grounds that:

This is not an existing facility. The facility prior to the recycling use
proposed by Ekco Metals was a trucking company. The Development
Services Department is determining that Ekco Metals' illegal
(unpermitted) use made it an existing facility, we challenge that premise.
This will create a precedent of defining "existing facilities" as facilities
that have been established illegally and need to file for a permit. We want
a more inclusive environmental analysis since the spirit of the
Southeastern San Diego Community Plan is to remove recycling and auto
dismantelling yards out of our community. Reference: page 66, of the
1987 Southeastern San Diego Community Plan, Approved by the Planning
Commission, on June 4, 1987 Resolution No. 7046 Adopted by the City
Council July 13, 1987, resolution No. R~268847, Document Number: RR~
268857). Under "Industrial Element", page 66, Item 3b. Ekco Metals was
cited and given the opportunity to apply for a NUP and a NDP those
documents were not existent at the time of citation. Therefore it was
previously non~existent.
Motion to codify appeal filing by the Chair. 8/0/0
C. Eduardo's Market, Project No.268446, CUP Application and a Site Development

Permit, 3175 National Avenue, Memorial Neighborhood, for alcoholic beverage
sales
Project Manager, Tim Daly, Development Services. Presenter Attorney Shamoun.
• Presentation by applicant team. Family owned and managed grocery, one of a series
of facilities. Store includes a kitchen, bakery and 13,000+ SF of grocery. Beer and
wine sales will consist ofless than 10% of the square footage. Motion to approve
5/4/0

~7n'Dieg;C;mmunity Planning Group Meeting Notes Septemb:r7, 201lm=~-,

8. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS (two minutes per Board
member)
• None
9. PLANNER'S REPORT
• Advanced CEQA Training, September 27, 2012
10. CHAIR'S REPORT
- None
11. BOARD MEMBER COMMENTS (2 minutes per Board member on non-agenda items
only)
- None

ADJOURNMENT: by 7:55 p.m.

Community Planner
Karen Bucey
City Planning Division
1222 First Avenue, MS 413
San Diego, CA 92101
KB ucey@SanDiego.gov
619-533-6404

~--;r--.......,~~-~~-~mnmrr.e
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City uf SHn Diego
Drvclflpment Services

Cornm unity Planning

1222 First Ave., MS-JU2

Committee
Distribution Form Part 2

San Diego, CA 92101
THE Crrt o'f B"H Dll!:OO

Project

Project Name:

Number~

Distribution Date:

268446

Eduardo's Market

Project Scope/Locution:
CUP Application and a Site Deveiopmenl Permit, 3175 Na1ionai Avenue, Memorial Neighborhood, for alcoholic beverage sales
Project Manager, Tim Daly, Development Services. Presenter Attorney Ronson J. Sharnoun, A.P.C. (Counsel for MD&CD, Inc.

Applicant Name:

Applicanl Phone Number:

MD&CD.• Inc.

ProJect Manager:

Phone Number:

F11X

Number:

E-mail Address:

Tim Daly

(619) 446-5356

(619) 446-5245

TDaly@sandiego.gov

Committee Rucommenc\ations (To be completed for Initial Review):
I
'
Approve the CUP;Application
and a Sile Development Permit.
.
I

rzl Vote to Approve

tVIernbers Yes
5

l\tlembers
4

~o

Members Abstain
0

LJ Vote to Apprcn;e

!\[embers Yes

Members No

.tvlcmbers Abstain

i\Iembers Yes

Members No

Members Abstnin

M.ember5 Yes

Members No

Members Abstain

With .Conditions Listed Below

t:l Vote to Appwv,c
With Non-Binding

0

R~commendations

Listed llelow

Vote to Deny

LJ Continued

C] No Activn (Please specify, e.g., Need further information, Split vote, Lack of
quorum, etc.)
CONDITIONS:

NAME: Mana
· R'tvero II , S ou th eas tern S an

o·1ego PI ann1ng
.

G roup

SIGNATURE:

TITLE; Chair
DATE:

7/12/12

I

Att((ch A dditirJII(// Pages ,If t\'~:ces,\'W)'·

Pl1·asc rl'l urn to:
Prujrctl'vlnnagement Division
City ol' San Diego
DcYclopmcnt Services Department
12~2 First AYCnue, !\JS 302
S1mDirgo,CA 92101

'

Printed on re<:yckcl

pap~r.

IIW\\_,~ndic£r•.l!•.•\·'ck•-cl•'Pm.:n:-;;ervi~es.
ah~muti1·c l'urmm; t(>r persons with disabilities.

Visit our web site at

L;pon request, thi:; 1nfonnation is u1·ailable in

(OJ.]:!)
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THE CITY OF SAN DlEc:;o

REPORT TO THE HEARING OFFICER
REPORT NO. HO

HEARING DATE:

October 10,2012

ATTENTION:

Hearing Officer

SUBJECT:

EDUARDO'S

LOCATION:

3175 National Avenue

APPLICANT:

Michael and Mona Dalla (Owners)

MARKET~

12~078

PROJECT NUMBER 268446

SUMMARY
Issue(s): Should the Hearing Officer approve a Conditional Use Pem1it and Site
Dyvelopment Permit for the operation of an alCohol beverage outlet within 13.n existing
marketlocated at 3175 National Avenue in the South~astern San Diego Community Plai).
area?
Staff Recommendation: APPROVE Conditional Use Pem1it No. 952387 and Site
Deve1opment PertnitNo. 952388.
Community Planning Group Recommendation: On July 7, 2012, the Southeasterp San
Diego Community Planning Group voted 5-4~0 recommending the project be approved.
There were no additional comments or conditions provided by the planning group.
Environmenta1 Review: The proje~t W'l-S detentJ.ined tope e:xempt pursuapt to C&lifplJli~
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guiqe!inesS~ctipn 15301 (~Kisting facility). This
project is not pending.an appeal of the environmental determination. The environmental
exemption detetmhiation for this project was made on June 1~ 2012) and the opportunity
to appeal that det~nnination ended July 3, 2012
BACKGROUND
The existing Eduardo's Market is located at 3175 National Avenue on a 0.48-acre site that
includes the 13,248 square-foot matket with two, second story residential apartment units, and
two separate, hvo story res.idential apartment buildings with s'ingle units o:ver garages for a total
of four units vvith approximately 3,:314 square feet ofresi9~nt~a1 use. The G()riler lot is at the
intersection ofNational Avenue and 32nd Street and inchldes a dedicated public alley accessed
from 32nd Street. The market entrance fronts National Avenue and includes 14 off-street parking
spaces accessed front a single rolled curb along the frontage, The alley provides access to a

series of individuru garages for the residential units as well as a small warehouse area serving the
store.
The site is zoned CSR-2 in the Southeastern San Diego Platmed District (SESDPDO) and is
within the Memorial Neighborhood Element of the Southeastern San Diego Community Plan.
The CSR-2 Zone pem1its the retail sale of general merchandise and an alcoholic beverage outlet
is pennitted in the zone as alimited use as detailed further in this report. The surrounding
neighborhood generally consists ofresidential development including an older mi~ of singlefamily homes and multi-family apmtments. The comer of National Avenue and 32nd Street is a
small neighborhopd commercial node with the Eduardo's Market, a Corona Furniture store, a
liqJJor store, and. a Mexican restaurant
DlSCUSSION
This project application is seeking to establish a new alcoholic beverage outlet within an existing
independent food market. The proposed project requires two discretionary entitlements. A
Conditional Use Pennitis reql.tired pt1rsuaplto the San Oiego Municipal Code for alcohol sales
on any site that does n0t comply withspecific1oc<:ttiqn criteria of the Larg:l Development Code.
Also~ the Southeastern S<1n D1ego Planned District Ordinance requires a Site Development
Permit for any new commerCial deveiopment or use requiring a Conditional Use Pennit.
'Th_e applicant is proposing to aUow th_e ~ale' oJbeer atld win_e through l1 Typ~ 2Q LiqlJtir Lic,:ense
within a:p existing market, The pending Alcohol Beverage Control (ABC) license definyd as
"off-sales'·' which would require a11 oftbe alcohol sold at the store to be consumed off ofthe
premises.

is

Development Regulations and Location Criteria
Alcoholic beverage. outlets are permitted by right as a Limite9 Use pursuant to San Diegp
Mtniicipal Code [SDMCJ section 141.0502(0). Howeve1~~ alcoholic beverage outlets that do not
comply with the locationalcriteria o£ this section i11ay still be pehnitted with a Conditional Use
Permitpl;lrstlarit t,o ~DMC se.cti_on 14L05.02(0}.
·
The Limited Use Regulations of the SDMC section 141.0502(b)( 1) do not pennit alcoholic
beverage outlets by tight (i.e. would require a Conditional Use Permit) in the following:
1ocations:
·
L

With.in a census tract, or 1.vHhiu 6QQ feet vf a. (;ens\!~ Tl;'act, wh~re the general crim.~
1·ate exceeds th~ citywide 3;verage gen~.rfl~ ~rime rate by m<;>re tl_lan 20 p~r.c(lnt,

The subject propetty is in Census Tract No. 39.02 which reported a crime rate 231
percent higher than the citywide !;tverage based on the statistics ptovided by the San
'Diego Police Depattm~nt. A Census Tract is c¢.nsioered to have "high !)rime" if the crime
l'<!te exceeds 120 percent of the city-wide ~v~rage. Therefore, a CUP is required for tl1e
off-sale of alcoholic beverage~ at this loc<ttion based on this factor ..
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2..

Within a Census Tract, or within 600 feet of a Census Tract, where the ratio of
alcoholic beverag~ outlets exceeds the standards established by the California
Businesses and Professional. Cod~ Secti.on 23958.4.

The subject property is within Census Tract No. 39.02, which based on the California
Businesses and Professiona:l Code Section 23958.4 pennits a total offour (4) off-sale
alcoholic beverage outlets. There are currently four (4) existing off-sa1e alcohol beverage
outlets within Census Tract 0027,07 therefore the Census Tract would be considered over
saturated with the approval of this permit. Therefpre a CUP would be required for the
off.;sale of alcoholic beverages 'based on this factor.
3.

Within a Redevelopment Area.

The project site is not within.a Redevelopment Project Area. Therefore a CUP would not
be required for the off-s(i.le of &lcoho.lic beverages based on this factor.
4.

Within 600 feet of a public orprivate accredited school, a public park, playground
or recreational area, church, hospital or a San Diego County ·welfare District
Office.

The.project site is not1mown to be loc~ted within 600 feet ofthese types of facilities.
5.

6,;

Within 100 feet of residentially zoned property.
The project_site is within 100 feetofresidentially zoned propef\y.
\Vithin 600 feet

of a ph1ce of religi.ous ~ssembly.

The project site 1s not known to be ·within ()00 f~etofreligious assymbly.
Alcohol Sales-Project Anal¥sis:

The proposed off~sa}e alcoholic beverage outlet ,at this site requires a ConditlonalU.$e Penp:1t
because the project site does not 1,11eet a1l of the }ocatiol) cdteda of the M.unicipt;tl Cod.e. As
dei11onstrated above, the project site is within a Census Tract that: 1) is defined as having a high
crhne rate; 2) Is Within a Census T1~act that would become oversaturated ; and 3) is within 100
feet ofresidentially'zoned property. Any one of thes,e factors establishes the need fat the
Conditional Use P:e1,111it.
,
The project has been reviewed by City staff and the San Diego Po rice Depmiment for
conformance to the applicable development regulations and land use polices. The staff
recommendation to support the project relies on the fact that the pnmaiyttse of the site is a
supermarket and the sale ofbeer and w]ne is an accessory to that use. The propeLiy is part of a
co1mnercial node serving the comn:llU1itY a,1,1d would be consiste~lt with the la11d use d~signation
of the site. Therefore,, the addition ofl;le.er ffil~ winefor off-site con~l;lmption should not
adversely impact the community. Accordingly, staff is recommending approval of the project as
condit1m1ed by staff ahd the San Diego Police Department.
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Draft Conditions of Approval

The project approval would allow the sale of liquor to be conditioned so that the alcohol sales
would not have a negative impact on the surrounding neighborhood (Attachment 6). The
CUP/SDP includes number of conditions that would limit the hours of sales, regulate
advertising, provide for a well-lighted, cleaner site and prohibit specific on-site activities with
the objective of reducing .the .likelihood of loitering and other criminal activity on the property.
Additionally, the CUP provides an opportunity Jo.r the San Diego Police Department to petition
the State Department of Alcohol Beverage Control (ABC) to include enforceable conditions
regulating the type, size, quantities and a1cohoUc content (proofbyvo1ume) of the beverages.
Further, both the staff and the Police Department Qoncluded that if the perrn.it were appropriately
conditioned, the proposed alcohol sales would not have a negative impact on the surrounding
neighborhood.

a

Specifically, the CUP conditions would limit the hours of alcohol beverage sales from 7:00AM
to J 0:00 .PM. The CUP would prohibit pinball games, arcade-style video and electronic games,
or coin-operated amusement machines on the premises. Exterior and interior public pay phones
would not be permitted on the premises, on adjacent public sidewalks, or areas undet the control
of the owner or operator; Advertising would be limited to interior signs only and "No Loitering"
signs would be required to be prominently displayed on the premises. Finally, the Conditional
Use Permit would include a 20-year expiration date from the elate the CUP was approved. Th.e
permit could be extended through the appropriate review and decision process and may be
subject to additional conditions at that tiine.
Commun.itv Planning Group Recommendation
On July 12, 2012, the Southeastern Sa,n Diego .Plann:ing Group heard the proposed project at
their monthly boatd meeting and voted 5-4-0 to recommend approval of the project with no
additional conditions or comments were provided (Attachment 8).

Conclusion
City staff supports the request for a Conditional Use Pennit for the limited and conditional sale
ofbeer an.d winf1 . .PelTI).it conditions have been added to this discretibi1.ary permit that would
assure that the bu~iness would be !! cohesive element ofthe neighborhood and would not be
detrimental to the p1Jblic health, safety p,.nd we1far~ of the ,Y()llliJitmity. The project is consistent
with the underlying .zo11e and the applicable l~nd l1Se plans and policies in af.fect for the site. An
environmental initial study performed by the Development Services Department determined that
the proposed project was exempt from further CEQA review as an existing facility (Attachment
7) and is supported with proposed conditions and ABC license recommendations by the San
Diego Police Department (Attaclunent 9).
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ALTERNATIVES:
l.

Approve Conditional Use Pennit No. 952387 and Site Development Pennit No. 952388
with modifications; or

Attachments:
I.
2.
3.
4,

5..
6.
7.
8.
9.
10,
IL

Aerial Photograph
Community Plan Land Use. Map
Project Location Map
Project Data Sheet
Draft Permit Resolution with Findings
Draft Permit with Conditions
Environmental Exemption
Community Planning Group Recommendation
San Diego Police Department Conditional Use Permit Recommendations
OwnershipDisclos1.1re Statement
Project Plans (HearingOfficer only)
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Aerial Photo
EDUARDO'S, Project No. 268446
3175 National Avenue

~

North

Attachment 2

Southeastern San Diego Land Use Map
EDUARDO'.S, ProjecJ No. 268446
National Avenue

~175

Attachment 3

''i

/

.

ColtonMe ·

Project Location
EDUARDO'S, Project No. 268446
3175 National Avenue

,'.

North
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Attachment No.4

PROJECT DATA SHEET
PROJECT NAME:

Eduardo's

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Create a new alcoholic beverage outlet within an existing
independent food market.

COMMUNITY .PLAN
AREA:

Southeastern San Diego

DISCRETIONARY
ACTIONS:

Conditional Use Pennit and Site Development Pennit

COMMUNITY PLAN LAND
USE DESIGNATION:

Commercial

ZONE:
HEIGHT LIMIT:
LOT SIZE:
FLOOR AREA RATIO:
SETBACKS·:

PARKlNG;

ZONING INFORMATION:
Southeastern San Diego Planned District CSR-2
N/A
Min. 5,000 s.f.
Max. 0.75
Min. Front Yard: 0 ft
Min. Side: 0 ft
Min. Rear: 0 ft
14 parking spaces (1 accessible) required
LAND USE

ADJACENT PROPERTIES;

EXISTING LAND USE

J)F,SIGNATIO~ &

ZONE
NORT~I:

Comwerqial; SBSDPD
CSR-2

Commercial/R,esi_d,enti al

SQPJ'H:

Multi-farnily Residential;
SESDPD MF-3000

lyhuti-fanJily

Cornrnerc~al;

SESDpD

Cqrnmercia1

Co:r:nmercial; SESDPD
CSR-2

Commercia.!

EAST:

CSR-2
WEST:
DEVIATIONS .OR
VARIANCES REQUESTE)):

None

COMMUNITY PLANNING
GROUP
RECOMMENDATION:

On July 12, 2012, the Southeastern San Diego Plam1ing
Group voted.S-4-0 to recommend approval of the proposed
project.

Attachment 5

HEARING OFFICER RESOLUTION NO. HO-(tJRAF'J)
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT NO. 952387
SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 952388
EDUARDO'S - PROJECT NO. 268446

WHEREAS, MIKE N. DALLO and MONA DALLO, husband and wife as joint tenants, Owners and
MD & CD Inc., Permittees., filed an app1ication with the City of San Diego for a permit to a11ow the sale
of a1coho11imited to beer and wine within an existing market (as described in and by reference to the
approved Exhibits ''A" and corresponding conditions of approval for the associated Conditional Use
Permit No. 952387 and Site Development Permit No. 952388), o~RBJ1ions of a 0.48 acre site; and
.-<:-:;~M:~\~i~y~··

WHEREAS, the project site is located at 3175 National AveBcl.l.~.J~;f;sR-2 Zone of the Southeastern San
Diego Planned District Ordinance within the Memoria1 Neig~~brliq'9,cJ Element of the Southeastern .San
Diego Community Plan Area; and
,;;ih,, ',.,.
. "i~(,~J:>
;t,:,-::.
. .
:-'r·::i~Ft?~Z}~!·
~:.\·~~~5.;,-,
WHEREAS, the projeqt site is legally described a~,I.,;gts 1 through 6, Blocli4Q,,Jl. P, Whitney's A4dition
in the City of San Diego, County of San Diego, St~He,,,qfCalifornia, accordirlg1g,Jv1ap No. 168, filed in
the Office of the County Recorder of San Diego Courity~.~:U~Y 8,J~~.6; and
'\(~,,~~;
,+;/;~'"'
' '~j~~[~"rc!;~';:i~f[i)\1'.
, !, } .
WHEREAS, October 10,2012, the Heal'ing:.Qfficer of the City;qfSan Diego considered Conditional Use
Pennit No. 952387 and Site DevelopmentP:~rihi(;No~ 952388"'f>iftg~ant to the Land Development Code of
the City of San Diego1 and
:~;f{,.. _,,.~'!: '.···,.
, ;(};.,
,/;'_-,:·:~\-~.:jf

~,·

2Ql~·rfi~~¢itxofSan,E1~go, a~:·il¥d*g~n~;:iill:ough

WHEREAS, on June l,
the Development Services
Department, made and i&§R~tf an Eriv~swmenta1 U~t~tffifliation'l'ilatthe project is exempt fr_om the
California EnvironmentafQ~~~Mty Act '(~pQA) (PuliiJ£ Resources Code sectiop. 21000 et. seq.) 1,1nder
CEQAQuideline Section 153Q;I,{ExistJJ.1g:;F,~cilities) ®4 there was no appeal ofth.e Environmentctl
DeterminationfU~cJ,.i:W.itJ.A;g. the tih!~ p~ij:()d.'ptqyJged by}~.~n Diego Munidpa1 Code Section 112.0520;
,.~~(iSt~i~7~:~~-;~·_;:·:-\~\:~~~~~;~~;f~~~:~~,.~-

\li-ji~i\~~~·

.. X.;~:~'li{~1~~;;:_? -.\

'-!·

"\~~f:i~

NOVv, THl;tR~FORE BEIT''R,Es.oL\lEp by the H~~rlng Officer of the City of San Diego as follows:
., ·:~;.~~;[:(+,.
•. ·x"r:;~,< ·:;.:rr,~~:,.
That Hearing Of:Qq~r adopts the foJ]gwing\V.Jitten Findings for Approval of Conditional Use Permit No,
952387 (lnd Site Dey~lopment Peqh#. No. 95:2388 pursuant to Lang Development Code Section
§126.0305, dated Octoh~r
10, 2012.~i~J
,,...
:·.{:·
...

FINDINGS:
Conditional Use Permit- SDMC section 126.0305
(a) The proposed de·velopment will not adversely affect the applicable land use plan.
The proposed developmentis requesting a Conditional Use Pem1it for t1le limited sale of alcohol

within an existing m.arket at 317 5 National Avenu(;:. The Memorial Neigh.borhood Element of the
Southeastern San Diego Community Plan designates the parcel as a Commercial Zone and
recommends General Commercial activities be developed on both sides ofNational Avenue. The
proposed development would implement several plan objectives of the Memorial Neighborhood
element by improving the general appearance of existing commerGial buildings through permit
conditions regulating lighting, graffiti control and facrade improvements. The community plan
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Attachment 5
r~commends commercial retail activity on the project site but js silent on the issue of alcohol
beverage outlets. The underlyingCSR-2 Zone allows a variety of community commercial uses by
right and alcohol sales as a limited use th~t would require~ Conditional Use Pennit. The existing
market provides a small-scale co1nmunity coll,Unercial use anp would be enhanced with the
·
limited sale ofbeer and wine. 'D1e market would continue to operate primarily as a general store
with the limited addition of some alcoholic beverages. Therefore the proposed development
would not adversely impact the applicable land use plan.

(b) The proposed development will n.ot l>e detrimental to the public health, safety, and
welfare.

The proposed development is requesting a Conditional Use J;'c,~!,'lllit and Site Development Pennit
for the,Jlimited sale of .alcohol Within an existing market~f~}p75 National Avenue, The sale of
alcohol would be regt1lated by a State of Califorriiais,~~~~l~JA;lc;cihol Beverage Control (ABC)
Licen.s.e and the conditions of Cond~t{onal '(Js~ Pen,~{f1,\t'l''b~::9~&287 an<i Site Deyelopment Permit
952388. Specific ABC license condition.s woulB.;\~-~Rtrol the p'~~l~~~g, sale quantities and
alcoholic content(proofby volume) and the g!!:ffl'"would regtilate1'f;!p,d use issues such asloitering,
li&htin~ 1 advertizing and ho.u.rs of sales, Pr~m.~itions on visible ext~ti~,f,,advertizing would
enhat1cetransparency in.to. the market and wti¥6~. al~o s~rve_to det.er ul1df1r~ge drinkii1g~
Limitations on the hours of alcohol sales. wo11ld;\R,~~~tict s :c,,. ,in the higl{c~m.t are.a in the late
evening. These conditions comb~,ne,q with the enf&t'91L , . a'l1thority of the AJ,?,C anq San Diego
Police Departn'lent would ensurdf' "''''';\th,~ limited sale~~· alcohol would not be''d.etrimental to the
public health safety and welfare. · ,

;,,J; . ·

'i~f~f'~i~!~""

;',;'"' '

·

(c) The proposed (le,tfJ2R~~nt will B~~p\Y to''tff' ·~~ximuiti;x~tent feasible with tb~
regulations ofth~,!b!JJihQ~;r.~l,opment <';;1.~~£Le. ,
'H·,~,'~,.. ,,,,F
The proposed de~~1~~pmentfsi~~guesting if·~mtJ) na cs6:~.;~mnit and Site Development Permit
for the Ii1nitecl s~l&'Q:;t':,glcohol wttbii:i an ex:fsvf.D:!'finarket at 3175 NatiQnal Avenue, The property is
zo11eq CSR~2 which ~p~fupjt,s t1},~Ji~~~i1. s~le ,of'~~J;J;yl'~lmeJ;Ghandise; Tbe tn11.rket wa§ ccmstr\Jcted in
1963 ~~il1~~:~~~~y,io'lisly~'~'ll}~fP-1llig~lw~t~ rela'tl,y;;,~(to the e){isthtg structure including parking,
set~~~~~/ancl'Htfid~:~e~;:~· 111~·;~~~e ofb~er~-~~~-~iri~ is pem1itted within the z?ne wi~h a? apprgved
CO't~~~honal Use Peftl;!}}i,x:l'Jo Vatf~ce or devratlon 1s requested as a part ofth1s apphcatwn.
The12ef~t,~J the propQ.s~(f.,~®yeiopilt~t.H ,would complywith the regulations of the Land

PevelolS1\1~~tJ~,~1e.

'::r1~~~i;r,

'{\~~~t:;;.:

(d) The pro.p'6~~.9,yse is apijf~priate at tne proposed location,
The proposed d~Ve,'!opment ,i,[::tequesting a Conditional Use Permit and Site Development Permit

for the limited safe'"61;altofio1:Pwithin: an existing market at 3175 National Avenl.le. The market
s~lls ~·larg~ vati~ty off~~4''~nd grocery items
the lunited sale of beer and wine Wol!ld
cpmpUm,en,t th~ existing1TI.~rchandise. The applicable l<~;nq \lse pla,J:i designates,th:e propertY fm·
general commercial development and the 'tmd,erly~ng CoiDf11e.rdal ,zone estal?lishes, tb,e right tp s.ell
retailed merchandise. The San Diego Police Department has concluded that the sale of beer and
wine at tbe market would constitute. a public need and conVenience and has provided
reconTrrtendatiorts for the sale of alcohol on the site.. Therefore, the proposed l.l.se would be
appropriate !'\t the proposed loe:f).tion.

and
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Southeastern San Diego Planned District Ordinance- SDMC section 1519.0202
(a) The proposed use and project design meet the purpose and intent of the Southeastern
San Diego Planned District Ordinance; comply with the recommendations of the
Southeastern San Diego Community Plan, and willnot adversely affect the General Plan or
other applicable plans· adopted by the City Council.
The purpose ofthe Planned District regulations is to provide reasonable development criteria for
the construction or alteration of quality residential, commercial and industrial development
throughout the Southeastern San Diego community. The intent is to implement the Southeastern
San Diego Community PlC~n through the use ofthe applied urban design standards contained in
this Southeastern San Diego Planned District Ordinance. ~b,r_proposed development wc;rlJl<;l
satisfy the purpose and inte11t of the ordinance and the c;9.B}wunity plan by implementing the
commercial recommendations of the Plan using conditiofis):o limit the sale of alcohol and the
Planned District Ordinance by regulate the use oft{J~:]{§~~rty£elative to lighting, graffiti,
signage apd hours of operation. This action WOt!!g rio'f adverse1& J:tffect the General Plan, or the
Southeastern San Diego Community Plan. :{~:,::~7
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:~:·: ;~;_f. ~t.:~(b) The proposed development shall be contp~tible with existing an~ !Jlanned land use on
adjoining properties and shall not constitut~"~:~~.!sru~,t!Y,~"elcment to'f~~J~eighborhood and

community. In addition, archi!~.~tp.ralharmort'y:')xJ~J\jpe surroundingneighborhood and
community shall 'be achievecJ iH'~t'!!§J?racticabl~~~iKf
. ,. ·
The proposed development wouid·'qgsffh~j~p;dted sale ot~l.~ohol to an existing independent
grocery market. The markethas been.~J.1opef~~}£,P,.since 19~3... ~nd would continue to provide a
local neighborhood S~()ppJgg alternatiV~Jo thesui,T£tY.P.ding co'Q\_tpunity. The addition ofbeer and
wine produ~ts wo~:t.hf~~l5fti~~~-;.£iny signiQ,9lWt .a4:x·~~~'e\{~~x! ontlte Ftdj~centproperties as thf;l
store would be m~iijJal.ned primArily as a -~u&e.m.i#ket aiid''9~:mciitions of the permit, including
upgrades to the puSnF.;~ight-or.::w~y, woul<f~@~rtce the area: The existing structure has
previously confoiming';fi,grts r~l~tky~to the dey~lopment regulations of the zone and therefore
has itse,lf,cqpJti!?l:lted to ·lli.~,Jtf~[lit~'OtGr~J ~tyie o~-~h~ surrounding neighborhood for several
dec~~~\'~d.~\toil14:s~3:,imf~;t9;~:~,in hEhffi~~Y:·wHli the community.
(c) Th~ groposed use,

~~~~use ofs,gpd.itions that have been applied to It, will not be
the healtH:~;,~J!fety an~fg.eneral welfare of persons residing or workingin the
area, and 'wl}J.J~ot ad:\·ersetxi;~ffect otlfer property .in the vicinity.
.
.
.
The proposedo~xe,Iopment iKt¢questing it Conditional Use PeJJnit and Site Development Pennit
for the Jim.i.ted sal~_Qf ((19ohPLWithJn an c;.xisting market at $175 Ni:ltionl:ll Av~nuy. Tbe ~<J:l~ of
alcohol would by re~l~~~g 'l)Ya .State of Califomiff iss11~d Alcohol13everage Control {ABC)
License and the conditforttofConditiona1 Use PennitNo. 952387 and Site Development P·ern1it
952388. Specific ABC Hcense conditions would control the packaging, sale quantities and
detrimeh,f~Jto

alcoholic content (proofby volume) and the CUP would tegulate land use issues such as loitering,
lighting, adyertizirig and hours of sale.s. These condition$ rombined with the enforcement
authority ofthe ABC .and Sap Diego Police Departtnent woulci ensure that the limited sale of
alcohol wou1d not be detrimental to the public health safety and welfare.
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(d) The proposed use will comply with the relevant regulations of the Municipal Code.

The proposed development is requesting~ Conditiorwl Us~ Permit and Site Development Permit
for the limited sale ofalcohol within an existing market at 3175 National Avenue. The property is
zoned CSR-2 which permits the retail sale of general merchandise. The market was constructed in
1963 and has previo.usly con.fonning rights relative to the existing structure including parking1
setbacks and landscape. The sale of beer and wine is permitt~d within the zone with an approved
Conditional Use Permit. No variance or deviation is requested as a part of this application.
Therefore, the proposed development wo11-ld comply with the regulations of the Land
Development Code
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that, based on th~ findings hereinl;>,etf9.re adopted by the Hearing Officer,
Conditional Use Permit No.. 952387 and Site Development Pen,n.itW:~': 952388 is hereby GRANTED by
the Hearing Officer to the referenced Owner/Pennittee, in th,~;~c.J,l,'WJ. exhibits, terms and conditions as set
forth in Conditional Use Pennit No. 952387 and Site Dev~!9fiJfleilt;;pym1it No. 952388., a copy of which
is attached hereto and made a prut here.o£
··rrw:r· "-!)~~:~
.

'l'f-;. .:\::.tf,

·s'M;~;~~j.\:!. .·:.

''~<:j;;:('_,>·.
-,-·Y~:F-tL.,

Thn l)aly
Development Project Manager
Development Services
Adopted on: October

Internal Order ].\To.
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY
CITY Of SAN DIEGO
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
PERMIT INTAKE, MAIL STATION 501

WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
PERMIT CLERK
MAIL STATION S01

SPAC~-~~,(JVE THIS LI~zoR RECORDER'S USE

INTERNAL ORDER NUMBER: 24002472

.:,{~~):.~Ji;fY

'r_:·:~Ji~

EDUARDO'S- PROJECT NO. 268446 '·"'·

CONDITIONAL US~b~;~RMIT NO. 952387:~<,·
SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT .:>";:::'::}'~'~'·(
NO. 952388
JiEARIN G OFF;JQJ~),~~~'~:·~-.
.

··;,:;ij;'i);_.

y

··::it~~~'!;J{N.,~ .
,~k

.':'~',t:!~;~~:"·

.. ··,_;

c;:-'•
-.,.}:

. <;r;,,

----~\'.'

This Conditional Use Pennit No. 9523'8y·.~~a'slt~.Pevelop~f~r1,tPennit No. 952388 is gra~ted by
the Hearing Officer of the Qity of San Di:~gQ to M~;E,.N. DALLQ,fJ,nd MONA DALLO,
husband and wife as j9Jl}tJ~t\Efh~~,1 Pwners"~~ MD_!~·:§ftiT~f:p, Pef!nittees, pursuant to San
Diego Municipal Coq~[SDMC] ~estion 126.Q?9~)ig~·1519.QfQ~. The 0.48-acre site is located at
3175 National Avenli$~ih,CSR-2 Zgi~e of the S(j,~!~{&astem Sa!i"Diego Plaruied District Ordinance
within the Memorial N~{f~hborhood Element ofili'e Southeastern San Diego Community Plan
Ar~a. The Pf~jy2t.~-t!~ is le~@y .4~,~~~~~,g l\~, Lots'~'t7.twough 6, Enocl< 40, H. P. Whitney's .
Addition i#)~e C::ily 'q:\.~an J5f&,&q;':C:ouiit'f<?:t.&ill1 Di'~go) St<:1.te of CaJifornia,, a.ccor<iing to lyiap
thereof.Np;<l68,
filediii.l;b~
Off16e ·-.,qfthe
Cotihty_~ecorder
of San Diego County, Jtlly 8, 1886
··:·....
/'•.".·
,
..
1

..

,:.

··~.:;~;i.;;·::L\t;

•.

·::.~;~;'_'r;':~.,

·,··<·;~}.·L

"

SuHj~ypo

the terms a!j:qponditf6'B~set forth in this Permit, petmission is granted to the.
Owners and Pei}nittees tq opet~f~ an alcoholic beverage ouOet c,onditioried upon the issuance of
a license from th~:~,tpte DepartOj~pt of Alcoholic Beverage Control and s11bject to tl).e City's land
use regulations] de~qriJ~ed and ld~11tified by size, dimension, quantity, type, and location on the
approved exhibits [ExhfRit"~''JAated October 10, 2012, on file ih the Development Services

Department
'!';~.:2?'"'
The project shall include:
a. The existing 13,248 square-foot market to include the operation of an alcoholic
beverage outlet conditioned upo:n the issuance of a license from the State Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control.
b. Existing landscaping (planting, irrigation and landscape related improvements);
c. Off-street parking;
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d. Public and private accessory improvements determjned by the Development Services
Department to be consistent with the land use and development standards for this site in
accordance wlth the adopted corrimunity plan, the California Environmental Quality
Act [CEQA] and the CEQA Guidelines, the City Engineer;s requirements, zoning
regulatjons, conditions of this Permit~ and any other applicable regulations ofthe
SDMC.
STANDARD .REQUIREMENTS:
1.
This permit nws.t be utili.zed withi.n thirty" six (36) monfu,(Rter the date on which all rights
qf appeal have expired. If this _permit is not utilized in accqx .. :··r~"e with Chapter 12, Article 6,
Division 1 of the SDMC within the 36 month period, this'R~ j~ shall be vo1d unless an
Extension of Time has been granted. Any such ExtensiQ.tr'ofTifue must meet all SDMC
requirements .and applicable guidelines in effect att!?.;~}iibe the ·~~t~neyion is considered by the
·
appropriate de,cision maker, This permit m1.lSt b. ·"' ''"'f~ed by 09tobef.J:~ •.20 15..
(C;-,';i •• (!;,,>•lil•.rr, ..

.

.

'

..

. ~\t~;[;;;~ .,

2.
This Conditional Use Permit[CUP] ancl co!]~~ponding ~.~e of this sil;~':.~~;lall expire on
October 10,2032. Upon expiration ofthis Pennit,'lJX~Jacilig§§}:~nd improvem~ntsrelative to the
sale ofalcohol described herein shal!t£~.;~errioved frdtii/tb~~~~;~t~~~md the propertSf~hall be restored
to its original condition prepeding aiJ'm:9&fltQJ this Pem):lWi:l~\r
3..

1

-~~~;~~;t~;;·;:;~
The utilization ofthis CUP is .con:Hffgerif ui)ott:Jl;}.e apprdy~!pf a license to sell aloqhol at

.

l~-~~~;~;~· ?~;<-~~}~¥:;~11~~---

this location by the Califc;m#~Pepartlnent~lfu{ AlcJ1i'C51~cJ?.~veragG ~~qp.trol [ABC]. The issuance
.of this CUP dof)s not ~~1~~i1t2i!'Jh~t the A:Bq::J,ill ,m:~!tf''ii[·~}£:S?P01i'C!'Bevetage license for this
10 cati o.n.
~J,~r~~t~~;,;,~..
·'t'\~~~~~~.l
·:1*~\~f1~t~~~j;'.
'~',;zt!i~

1

'.

4.
No penT1it for the c()~"'~S~c~(?,if~'i,9,~£.ll,Pancy~~:q5-2Peration of any facility or improvement
described heteb;i'shall be gratit(;)d~':i1or"·snall:any actl~lty authorized by this Permit he conducted

on \he~if~~fuiflft't~tw:~;,,

,•. \i;l"~f~\1';'.

,.,~\Cif~~~·~'!'~'

fl.. \.l~.e Owner/P~fihitt~e sigii~",~ttl9 r~tuq1s the PelTllit to the D.eve~op1nent Services

U''il!~ent; and ''<~~'

b.

.

The Pe~1J;}Jis record[~}n the Office of the San Diego County Recorder~
f,l.io:t.'lJ

.;-..~:,;1;,~.•~'.

5,

''1'(t• . ..

<Fe<:,!--~;:

}~i/~~~:~

While this Permiff~JH ~.ff~:of, the subject prop~rty shall be p~ed qnly for the purposes and

under the terms and conditlo#s set forth in this Petmit unless otherwise authorized by the
appropriate City decision maker;

6.
This Penrtit is. a c9venE~;nt rmming with the s1Jbjectproperty and all of the requirements and
conditions qf this Permit and related Q9C1Jlt),yhts shall be biricih1g upop. the Owner/Permittee and
an,y successor(s) in interest.
·
The contiri'L1ed use of this Pennit shali be subject to the regulations of this and any other
applicable govemmer1tai agency.
7.
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8. Issuance of this Permit by the City of San Diego does not authorize tbe Owner/Permittee
for this Pennit to violate any Federal, State or City laws, ordinances, regulations or policies
including, but not limited to, the Endangered Species Act of 1973 [ESA] and any amendments
thereto (16 U.S.C. § 1531 et seq.).
9.
The Owner/Permittee shall secure all necessary building permits. The Owner/Permittee is
informed that to secwe these permits, substantial building modifications and site improvements
may be required to comply with applicable building, fire, mechanical, and plumbing codes, and
State and Federal disability access Jaws.
~/;th.-

10. qonstruction plans .shall be in substantial conformity11R:jJiliibit "A." Changes,
modifications, or alteratiO!lS to the construction plans ar~ .pfpJlJkited unless appropriate
application(s) or amendment(s) to this Pennit h~ve be~!fgtanfe~;;f.
.Q.'.: .•• ,_,\,,....•.,.

:$.;:'"

-:.-;-);· ··.

11. All of the conditions contained in this Pel(;Ui!l~~\'e been con~iff~:tf!<;l and were determinednecessary to make the findings required for ap~J,q\ial of this Permit. Th~J:~~nnit holder is
required to comply with each and every conditrB~jp. order to maintain th~'·:egtitletnents that are
!:,rtanted by this Pennit.
·
'\:~,",,
,,yS;·:};l,
<,;~~t;;.\
"{~J).\.
··;·:~Aj~)~i;~:;H'i:''
· '·~-'~ •
If any condition ofthis Pennit, on ale~~J;p~~llenge by th~;Q\vner/Permittee of this Permit, is
found or held by a court of competentJ9:risdi9ti~,:wto be inv~1~~'· unenforceable~ or unreasonable,
this Pennit shall be void. However, in sqq}J ail'&\l~i)h the Own~t!r,ermittee shall have the right,
by paying applicable pro.(;Y.~l?ing fees, to onpg a, reqb~~t.fqr a new"l'>.~lJ11itWithout the "inValid"
conditions(s) back toJ~~~4f§i6t"ebl,gnary body~$'.Jtich.,~PJ?fH~M.,~~~.~ Ptfrt1it for a detern~ination by
that body as to whet1l~~;~11 of th~· fi.n~ings nec~*·~f;&J6r the iss\l:~ce of the proposed permit can
still be rrtade in the ab~~n~c~ of the 'inlvalid" coriCiltfon(s). Such heal'ing shall be a hearing de

novo, and the discretionit&;l?,pdy §ll.ii.JJ}~ye the abtqJute rightto approve, disapprove, or modify
the pro~~~~~,F~~~f\~~~"':he t:P;;~~~~tfp(s) ··sq~~~~,:~· tl~Efein;

12, Tlf.~:Qwner/Pennftt~~ "~hall defep.d, inden:illizy, and hold harmless the City, its agents,
officers;·'lift,4,;employees fi6:fi1~EJ11Y adcf"§}Lclaims, actions, proceedings~ damages, judgments, or
co$ts, inyl~dif)kattorney's f6.t&Jlgainsiili:e.J;ity or its agentsJ officers 7 or employe<::s, relating to
the issuance of''th\s perrili.t inclu4lng, bu_t'no~ lh11~ted to, .any ~ction to <;lttack,set aside, void,
challenge, or ann\ll]h~s developf#.~rt approval t1nd any environmental cl,ocument or decision.
The City will promp'ttknptify 9~~er/Pennittee of any clciim, action, or proceeding and, if the
City should fail to coope~~te fl.'lflfin the defense, the Owner/Permittee shall not thefeafter'be
responsible to defend, ·incl~fr,Wrffy, and hold ham1less the City or its agents, offi.cers, and
employees. The City may eiect t.o con<.;luct its own defense, participate in its own d.efense, or
obtain independent lega1 cmmsel in defense of any cJaim related to this indemnification. In the
event of such election, Owner/Permittee shall pay all ofthe co$ts rel~ted thereto, including
without lhnitation reasonable attomey' s fees and costs. In the event of a disagreement between
the City and Owner/Pennittee regarding litlgation issues, the City shall have the authority to
control the litigation and ma.ke litigation related decisions, inducting, but not limited to,
settlement ot other disposition of the matter. Hpwever, the Owner/Pennittee shall not be required
to pay or perform any settlement unless such settlement is approved by Owner/Pe1mittee. ·
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ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS:

13, Prior to the issuance of the building permit, the applicant/owner shall assure by permit and
bond the up grad<; the existing pedestri<m ramp at the south west comer ofN ational A venue and
32nd Street to the current City Standards SDG-134 to the sati~faotion of the City Engineer.
PLANNING/DESIGN REQUIREMENTS:

14. Owner/Permittee shall maintain a minimum of thirteen ( 13) off-street parking spaces on the
property E~-t all times in the approximate locatio,ns shown on th,~,-~pproved Exhibit ''A.'' Parking
spaces shall comply at.all times with the SDMC and shalll1:9f'\l?:~"Con:verted for any other use
unless otherwise authorized by the appropriate City deci,~f~~";m~ker in accordance with the
S·D MC.
.;~~r;~~f1~·.t~'· 'l.~l~~-~ .;....
1
·.•·,·

,;'

\:;.

151 The SE!-les of alcoholic beverage shaP be p~~l~ed only petw~E~;tg,e hours of 7:00 a.m. and
10:00 p.m., seven days a week,
~~.t~'~iiJii'
'\i~?fit;,_
.;,·1tJ:J\~:·f .
··.·~~~~;,~~~~:_·

·

16.. Exterior advertising of alcohollc beverages 'oFl,nterior ady,ertising of ~id~)1qlic beverages
~:. <;'"
·
that is visible from the exterior of tl~~~Rt~mises shall'B\~),J,¥oW}Hted.
':1~j~1~f~~~~%)~:,~-~ ·.

.'\~~~~/{f'

.

17. All signs assoCiated with this di~~lci~$~Q.t..shall be 66~$.i~tent with sign criteria establi~,Jhed
by either the approved Exhibit "A" or CHx::wid'e,gtgnregulatr:611,§.!
.:, ...,,,;_, .
. ~~i~ . . c'~,c~,~·;,b.
•.·;\:n;~,,.
18. All plj vate o~td.pq£;ifghti~&"~haU be sli~:4ed ~n~}idj~~~f.l9.to fall on the same prentises
where such lights ar~;J{i§'~ted and;i1}JlPCordarlq~·WJi1ithe appHo~l;>le regulations in the SDMC,
.,:,~~\r~"' .
':;.~;:1
'i:ir€?'.
POLICE DEPARTMENJ!REQUIREMENTSft~;

. :( ~.~':l~~~Lr ,.,;~:.

·:·1'~\'T~J,;''"t~~;,~,c::~~\\0;{;!'\f::,,., .

"'1:~~.

. .

.

19, TM:"qpetM$f$h'aJJ.pO$t ari<;'t'maintairntprof~ssf~nal qu(l1ity sign facilig the premise$
parking1~~E!- stating: N'cf~QJTER~~~ NQ DRtNf<JNG QF ALCO}.IOLIC BEVERAGES.
VIOLAtQE,SARE SUBJEQJTO A~E.:EST. The sign s}lall bea,mi_nimum of24if.lc]les square
with 2 inch.bl9R.k letterhig inb91P. Engll'sJi.and Spanish.
··,r~~>'i\.

~~i.e~~,;..

-!~;~,·

Any grl;lfflfi;~~Jm~ct or ~~%~a upon the premises or any adjacent areas under the control
of the oper(ltor sh<tn H~.r.~tnove,~':§r painted over within 48 hOlliS being applied.
.
,.
,-,\~-;');t'c, ,;i;~;?'\, .
..
21. There shall be no atri\i$en1entor video arcade games on the premises at any time.

?0.

22.

of

There shall be il() paytelephone maintained on the interior or exterior of the premises;

23. There shall be no loitering on the prern.i~?es and a prQfessiona1, bonded security guard shall
·
be hired to enforce this provision if necessary.
24. The parking lot shall be illuminated and security caineras will be installed t6. monitor the
exteri.or of the prerpises.
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25. The area dedicated to the sale and display of alcohol shall not exceed twenty percent
(20%) of the square footage of the interior sales area ofthe market.
POLICE DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ABC LICENSE:

The following recommendations .fi·om the San Diego Police Department are ,requested to be
included on the State of California Department of Alcohol Beverage Control license;
• Wine shall not be sold in containers of less than 750 milliliters, and wine coolers sold in
· ·'.;.•,J.
multi-unit containers.
.. •:",:>'

r~gat~}~t~ofcontainer size~ must be sold

• Beer, Malt beverages and wine cooler products 1
jn manufacturerpre-packaged multi-unit quantifi~§'(

··.:·;:.>\

99Ji~~gf'gr~ater th~:·1;~:P.~;,;cent by volume with the

• Wine sMU not be sold with an alcoholic
exception of "dinner wjnes" aged two ·o.r~~ore year$,

·+~;;;:,:.~~1);,

' --;,~l,;-~t\.

INFORMATION ONLY:
;·

<i:,i:~~~;~;~~·(..

. ,: .;_;·.':~~'.>

}': ~~

';

~-~j-~2~:~~~t:·k.

':·'~'-

·.;··-_,·~;ii~;::

l_

'\}::~:~.,~-

.....~.-,_;··-~-

.

-.. .--'<_·t

• The issuance of this discretion~:use;permit alonei'd'Q~s not allow the immediate
commencement or continued op6f:~t{on;~t:1\1~ propos'e~,'}tS,f on site. The operation allowed
by this di~cretionary use perniit mif~;~mly1fegln,.gr recorilf.ii~gce after all conditions listed
op this permit are~~fJ¥,;59H?Pleted ari~)p reqtii[~:~,J;n,Rl.isted1il11e!111jts .have been issued and
received final ~~j,~'ctfort·.:~<f!~ft,?~,
·~~~;:!~~;~{0\~;;":':~·· }':·';;:)!;·· ··
!II

Any party on wh8Jn,.:f~es, deqfgations, resEiQ{i;l:tions, or other exactions have been imposed
as condj,t}Qt1S of appt6y;~l, ot,.tl1J·~ P,s::rwit, ma).(l?Fot~st the.imposit1on within riinety days of
the,.~~g1:qyhl'9Ul~~? deve\~if~t~ritj%ri1,1J,t,}I~~ fil~~ a writteti. protest with the City Clerk
P\lt§~fatitto Calif<?.l].Ji.~ (}ov~liw:J,ent Cod&'$.~.q~jon q6020.
:i~iN~:r: ·
.,:.:. :'

· ·~: .,. ··-\~-

,,,··:·

'·'~;~~?"t-_

'f_·_t!,.·:-···>-

"~7'.f~ll'!~·...

.

<···:· ._;.

_":;)~x::_:~~-~-"'-. . .

..

.

,

• This d.¢:VYlopment ,may·~~.svbjeoftq impact. fees at the time of cqnstr11ctiou pepntt
issuance/>
· '''~'>

· ·. '·

·

·'_,

APPROVED by th6'offic~r of~A,~·city of San Diego on October 10, 2012 pursuant to Heating
Offic{!r Reso.lution No~'f~~~~~~i ·
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Pennit Type/PTS Approval No.:
Date of Approval:
AUTHENTICATED BY THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
DEPARTiv;IENT

Tim Daly
Developm~;mt Project

Manager

NOTE: Notary acknowledgment
must .be attached per Civil Code
section 1189 et seq,
''·!~i~~:~:.:f~~~\f}'-:.. ;_: . :;

···;:.~fil:v~

The undersigned Owner/Permittee, ~By,yx~bdtiq:nheteo(lg!~(;:S to each and every condition of
this Pe111J,it t1nd prom,ises to
eaclii~Tid ev~f:~to:Sl.igatio:ri;()f;gwner:/Pennitt~e hereunder!
··:;::_:~:t;_~·
• ..·::~~.l
_.

-, .':f~?~)Ff;·-;_·: ·.
·~• 5;:·=;::-··.".~:·,.:,<.

·,:\~(.<,

.·_-'!\~.-~ ··~dL

"•

,p'

·t:'

";_;:~;:.;(t;f·MIKE t{'bALLO or MONA DALLQ
Owner

. :-:~~\~>·

:,:;·:i!',
··:·~·i&-_

··'

sy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
NAME
TITLE

MD&CDINC.
Pennittee
By ________________________

NAME
TITLE
NOTE: Notary acknowl~dgruenjs
must be attached per Civil Code
section 1189 et seq.
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NOTICE OF EXEMPTION
(Check one or both)
TO:
X
RECORDER/COUNTY CLERK
P .0. Box 17 50, MS A-33
1600 PACIFIC HWY, ROOM 260
SAN DIEGO, CA 921 Oi-2422

FROM:

CITY OF SAN DIEGO

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
1222 FIRST AVENUE,MS 501
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101

_ _ _ OFFICE OF PLANNING AND RESEARCH
140.0 TENTH STREET, ROOM 121
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814
PROJECT No.: 268446

PROJECT TITLE: Eduardo's

PROJECTLOCATlON-S!'ECIFlC: 3175 National Avenue, San Diego, CA 92113
PROJECT LOCATION-CITY/COUNTY; Sun Diego/Sa!l Diego
DESCRJPTION OF NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT: The project is a Conditional Use Perniit and Site Development Permit t.o
sell beer and wine in an existing market,
NAME OF.PUBLIC AGENCY APPROVING PROJECT: City of San Diego
NAME OF PERSON OR AGENCY CARRYING OUT .PROJECT: Da11o Enterprises

Michael and Mona Dallo
303 Highland Avenue
National City, California 91950
(619) 572-338~
E.XEMPT STATUS: (CHECK ONE)
( )
MlNtSTE.RlAL (SEC, 2l080(b)(l); 15268);
( )
DECLARED EM.ERGENCY (SE0 ..21 080(b )(3); 1.5269(a));
( )
EMERGENCY PROJECT(SEC.21080(b)( 4); 15269 (b)(c))
(X)
CATEdoRICAL EXEMPTION: CEQA EXEMPTION 1530l (EXISTING FACILITIES)
( )
STATUTORY EXEMPTIONS:
REASONS WHY PROJECT IS EXEMPT: The proposed project is exempt from CEQA purs)lllnl to Sectio~ 15301 which allows for the
oper~tio!\, repair maip.te11ance,. permitting, leasmg,"licen~ing, or rui11or alteration of existing f!l,ciHt{es .(public or private) involving
neglig~ble o.r no expansion pf u~.e beyond that existing at the time of ijie det<::nnin~:~tion, Th.e proposed proj ect1 !l Conditional Use
Perniit an<:! Site Development Permit to sell beer and wine hi an ex.isting ril!lrket, is .a negligible ex.pansion of use, No
environmental impacts were identified for the proposed project. Additionally, none oftiie exceptions described in CEQA
Guidelines Sectionl5300.2 apply;
LEAD AGENCY CoNTACT PERSON: AnnaL. McPherson

TELEPHONE: (619) 446-5276

lF FILED BY APPLICANT!
L
ATTACH CI::RTJFIED DOCUMENT OF EXEMPTION FINDfNG.
2.
Ht\s A.NQ'(ICE OF EXEMPTION BEEN FILED BY THE PUBUC AGENCY Al'I'ROYING THE PROJECT?
( ) YES
( ) No
IT IS.HEREBY CERTIFIED THAT THE CITY OF SA.N DIEGO HAS DETERMINED THE ABOVE ACTIVITY TO BE EXEMPT FROM CEQA

CHECK ONE;
(X) SIGNED BY LEAD AGENCY

( ) SIGNED BY APPLICANT
R~;vised

Ol04IOmjh

DATE RECEIVED FOR FlUNG WITH COUNTY CLERK OR OP~

City of San Diego
Development Scl'vlccs

Community Planning
Committee
Distribution Form Part 2

1222 First Ave., MS-302

Sun Diego, CA 9.210.1

Project N~me:

Project Number:

Distribution Date:

268446

Eduardo's Market
l'roject Scope/Location:

CUP Application and a Site Development Permit, 3175 Nationa!Avenue, Memofial Neighborhood, for alcoholic beverage sales
Project Manager, Tim Daly, Development Services. Presenter Attorney Ronson J. Shamoun, A.P.C. (Counsel for MD&CD, Inc.

Applicant Name;

Applicant Phone Number:

MD&CD,, Inc.
Project Manager:

Phone Number:

Fax Number:

E-mail Address:

Tim Daly

(619) 446-5356

(619) 446-5245

TDaly@sandiego.gov

Committee Recommendations (Tobe completed for. Initial Review):
Approve the CUP Application and a Site Development Permit.

IZJ Vote to Approve

i\'Iembcrs Yes

Members No

5

4

(] Vote to Approve
With Conditions Listed Below

Members Yes

Members

No

Me.mber.s AI? stain

LJ Vote to Approve

Mentbers Yes

Members No

Members Abstaln

J\•Iembers Yes

J,YH~mbers

Members Abstain
0

Witll, Non-Binding Recommendatil)ns Listed Below

[j

Vote to Deny

N' o

Mem.bers Abstain

Ll Coutiuued

[j

No Action (Please specify, e.g,, Need further information, Split vote, Lack of
quorum, etc.)
CONDITIONS:

NAlviE:

·

.

.

.

· · MariaRiveroll, Southeastern San Diego Planning Group

Sl GN ATI.TRE:

TITLE: Chalr
DATE:

Attach.Additional Pages ljNecesswy.

7/12/12

PleASe return t<i:
Project Management Division
Clty of San Dlcgo
Dcvciopmcnt s·crviccs Department
1222 FJr.st Avenue, MS 302
San Diego, CA .92101 · ·

Printed on recycled pnpe~. Vis.it our web site at.www.sandie!rO.I!tlV!deve1\1pment-serdces.
Upon request, this information is available hu:tltemntiveformats for persons with disabilities.
(01-12)

SAN DIEGO POLICE DEPARTMENT
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT RECOM1\1ENDATION
PREMISE ADDRESS:

3175 Nationa! Av~, San Diego

TYPE OF BUSINESS:

Grocery Store-MD & CD fnc,.:Eduardos Mercado

FEDERAL CENSUS TRACT:

39.02

NU\V[BER OF ALCOHOL LICENSES ALLOWED:

4

NUMBER OF ALCOHOL LICENSES EXISTING:

4

CRJME RATE rN THIS CENSUS TRACT:
231.7%
(Note: Considered High Crime IfEx;ceeds ~20% ofCity-wide Avernge)
THREE OR MOF,E REPORTED CRIMES AT TH!S PREMISE WITHIN PAST YEAR

DYES [;?SINO

IS THE PREMISE WITHIN 600 FEET OF INCOMPATIBLE FACILITY

DYES rgJ NO

IS THE PREMISE WITHIN 100 FEET OF RESII>ENTIALLY ZONED PROPERTY

rgjyES ONO

ABC LICENSE REVOKED AT THIS PREMISE WITHIN PAST YEAR

DYES [;?SINO

HAS APPLICANT BEEN CONVIcrED Of A)lY FELOJ'.i"Y

0

WILL THIS BUS!l\'ESS BE DETRIMENTA'(., TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH, SAFETY,
.

DYES [;?SINO

.;,

l
I

ANDWELF ARE OF THE COMMUNiTY AND CITY

YES

rzJ NO

COMMENTS/OTHER FACTORS CONSIDERED: The applicant is applying for Type 20 Beer & Wjp.e
Off Sale license. During inspection of the premise~, I found the grocery store clean and well
J.cept: T1tere is a Hquor $tore acros,s the street and residents on the backalleyportion of the
buildingi

The store would add convenience too many ofthe residents who would like to purchase beer &
wine w1th their gr<;>ceries, Because many of the residents in the area do not own cars, the only
other aitem<J.tive to buy l?eer & wiP.e wotild be to purchase from a traditional style liquor store
(Base Liquor) which is located on the comer.
SUGGESTED CONDITIONS: Although the convenience store would be ~ood f<,>r the commt!Irity in a
general sense, there are issues that would need to be controlled. Due to its location in a high
criJhe area, proxhn.ity to the freeway, and. a demographic 'inchiding families, special
considerations she>uld be taken with conditions placed on the off-s:de pfivelages. The following
recommended conditions should be incorporated into the regu1at()ry licenses and land use for Lhis
locatipq.:

The San Diego Police Department agrees to the issuance of the CUP as long as the following
conditions are included in the Alcoholic Beverage Control License, and any other language both
agencies believe will benefit the commtmity.
1.
Sales of alcoholic beverages shall be permitted only between the hours of 7:00 AM and
10:00 ea,ch day ofthe week
·

I

,,I

l
1

·.f

l
l

2.
Wine shall not be sold in bottles or containers smaller than 750 ml and wine coolers or
beer coolers must be sold in manufacturer pre,packaged multi-unit quantities.
3.
No w-Lne shall be sold with an alcoholic content greater than 15% by volume except for
"Dinner Wines" which have been aged two years or more.
4.
Beer, malt beverage() or wine cooler products, regardless of container size, must be sold
in ma:p.ufactur(;lr pre-packaged multi-u!fit quantities.

'

!
I

5.
The petitioner(s) shall post and maintain a professional quality sign facing the premises
parking 1ot(s) that reads as the following: NO LOITERING, NO LITTERING, NO DRINKING
OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES. VIOLATORS ARE SUBJECT TO ARREST. The sign shall
be at least two feet square with two inch block lettering. The sign shall be in English and
Spanish.
·
·

!

l

I

I
I

·I

I

6.
Any graffiti painted or marked upon the premises or on any adjacent !ll'ea under the
control of the licen:see(s) shall be removed or painted over within 48 hours of being applied,

l

1
I

7.
time..

There shall be no amusement machines or video game devices on the premises at any

8.

No pay telephone will be maintained on the interior or exterior of the premises .

.9,

No loitering on the preniises and if necessary a security guard to control enforcement of
this provi~ion.
·

10.
Illumination in the parking lot. Secmity ca,mera covering both interior and exterior
prernises,
ll.
No more than 20~percent of the square footage of the premises will be useq for the
display of alcoholic beverages.

Inclu,dinz any ac!cUtion.al ~;:onc!itions that may b.e appropriate as a :result of an establi$hment being
located wif.hJn a liigh crime area.

I

SAN DIEGO POLICEJEPARTtviE~T RECOl'Yf:VIENDATlON:
APPROVE_/_._

(j,

~~ -kG~&U

Na!!feof SDPP Vice Sergeant (Print)

()}J;fY'I}J/) ~
~~ice Sergeant

I

l)ENY_·_ _

ul tj

03\

Telephone Number

I

&3+'1

I

'~

City of San Diego
Development Services
1222 First Ave., MS-302
San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 446-5000

Approval Type: Check appropriate box for type of approval (s) requested:

...

Ownership Disclosure
Statement
C

Neighborhood Use Permit

CiCoastal Development Permit

r['Variance
Neighborhood D~;~velopment Permit Cslte Development Permit c. Planned Development Permit !Klcondlllonal Use Permit
CTentatlve Map Cl Vesting Tentative Map ['_Map Waiver C Land Use Plan Amendment • I&; Other CUP

2 {f b Lf '-t

Proj ectjl~~qr, Cft-tse Only

Project Title

Eduardo's CUP
Project Addr.ess.:

3175 National Ave., San Diego, Californi!l 92113

'
owner(s) and tenant(s) (if applicable) of the above reffi!rencad property. The list must Include the namf3s andaddra~ses .aUpersons
an Interest ih the property, recorded or otherwise, a,nd state the type of property Interest (e.g., tenants v,tJ:lowlll bene.flt from the permit, all
who own the property). A signature Is required of at least one of the property ownea;. At~ch p.ddlllonal pages If needed. A signature
Execullve Plrector of the San Diego Redevelopment Agency shall·be required for all project parcels for which a Disposition and
1ev•~lor.ment Agreement (DDA) has been approved I executed by the City Council. Note: The applicant Is responsible for notifying the Project
<'lOY changes ln ownership durjng the jlme lhe application Is being prpoessed ciroo.n;:~ider!ld. Chf,lnges In ownership are to pe given to
Manager at least thirty days priqr to any public hearing on the subject property. Fallurfl to provide acouraie and cwrent ownership
infnlrm"llon could .result in a delay In tne hearing process.

Additional pages attached

!)9Ye13

~ No

Name at IndiVIdual (type or pnnt):
[]owner

C:TenanVLeSSf)l;l

!\lame of lnd1vldual {tYpe or ppnt):

CRedevelopmflnl Ag~noy

G Redevelopment A~enqy

CiTenanVLessee
.......1

oowner

Street Address:

Street Address:

City/State/Zip;

City/State/Zip:

Phone No;

Fax No:

Pfiorye Noi

Fax No;

S1gnature;

Da.te:

Signature.:

Dale:

Name of Individual

C Owner
Sln~et

~type

Name of Individual (type or print):

or print~:

CTenanVLessee

rJRedei,ieloprneni Agency

C; Owner

CTenanVLessee

C:: RedevelOpment Ag~;Jncy

Street Address:

Address:

Cltyl$tale/Zip:

City/SlateJZip:

Phone No:

Fax No:

Phone No:

Fax No:

Signature f

Date:

Signature;

Dale:

Printed on recycled paper. Visit our Web site a.t www.sandiego.gov/developmenl-services
Upon request, this Jnfomnatlon Is available ln alternative formats for persons with disabilities,
DS-318 (5-05)

Project Title:

EDVAR\)QT CVP
;~#.rtiH~lw#.Jl~1~'9:Me!~!':~;>Xo~~Jr!lrsP'B,.ri;;,~~~:h~~~r[Y;,~:~~~.~P,§~t~~!~a·~~!eR;r..~~~~FJ!t:l~~,~l~tt0~r~ti~\~~1~;;f~ ..
Legal Status (please check):

%corporation

C1limlted Liability -or-

C

General) What State? _ _ Corporate Identification No.hl\&1S">1o ol..P

[~Partnership

By signing the Ownership. Disclosure Statement. the owner(s) acknowledge that an application for a permit. map or other matter.
as identified above, will be filed with the City of San Diego on the subJect property with the intent to record an encumbrance against
the property .. Please iistbelow the names, titles a.nd addresse~ of c:~llpersons who have an interest In the property, recorded or
otherwise, and state the type of property interest (e.g., tenants who wfll benefit from the permit, all corporate officers, and all partners
In a partnership who own the property), A signature Is required of at feast one of the corporate officers or partners who own the
pwperty. Attach additional pages If needed. Note: The applicant Is responsiole for notifying the.Prqject Manager cif any changes in
ownership during the tlme the application is being processed or considered. Changes In ownership are to be given to the Project
Manager at least thirty days prior to allY public hearing on the su~Jectproperty. Faii!Jre to provide accurate and current ownership
Information c;ould result In a delay in the hearing process, Acldltlonal pages attached CJYes [JNo
Corporate/Partnership Name (type or print):

CoqJorale/Pfnership Name Gype or print):

fl\\)

IX: Owner

CD

0

J

MD~
[E owner

NG.

TenanULessee

7S f'El)\3\llf.,

StreelAddressSi}

Clty/Stale/Zip~J'ItN.. D lEbO [A.

CD

JN~

Li TenanULessee

~Y Q,

q ll Ql,.

Clty/State/ZfA-J\1

1.) lt60

£A C'f'11 Dl.-

Name of Coe:qrate Officer/Partner (type or print):

ED

s\i

fAW \) {

t

tc 0
h
V&&a
p/

Tille (type or print):

Lf:O

Signature: . .

:

'

Date;

'

Corporate/Partnership Name (type or print):
i'tt~
C\) J N C.,.
.

Corporate/Partnership Name (type orprint):

~ Ow.ner

cowner

c

[ ] TenanULeqsee

Street_8ddress: R:

J07f I iD

Cily/St~le/Zi~Al\\

En M
lV}L;. ~\NO~
OIfUO CJ+.. f'L\ 4'L..

Name of CorP.orate Officer/Partner (type or print):

f'I4Y \\A5A\J t;\5\-\

·

C! Te)wnULessee

Stree.t Address:
City/Slate/Zip:
Phone No:

Fax No:

Name of Corporate Officer/Partner (type or print):
Tille .(type or print):
Sign<~t.ure

Date:

:

Corporate/Partnership Name (type or print):
Cowner

[J TenanVLessee

C TenanVLessee

rowner

Street Address:

street Ac'ldress:

City/Stale/Zip:

City/Stale/Zip:

Phone No;
Name of Corporate

Fax No:
Of!Jcer/Parlnt;~r

(type or pnnt):

lllle (type or print):
Signature:

Phon!'l No:

Name of Corporate Officer/Partner (type or print):
Title (type

Date:

Fax No:

or prlnl):

Signature·:

Dale:

..

.

~:·

,

~-

. ~--\1-ac hW'f<A)t 16

-)

,.,.

-~· Rec"orded at the request of;

FIDELITY
NATIONAL tiTLE.
·
and·when recorded mall this deed

DOC #
Dec

and unless otherwise shown below
mall tctx statements to:

02~

1997~0607100
1997 10:49 AM

OEFICIAL RECORDS
SAN DIEGO COUNTY RECORDER'S OFFICE
GREGORY J. SMITH~ COUNTY RECORDER
FEES:
&35.00

Mr. & Mrs. Mike N. Pallo
3589 Jamul Vista Drive
Jamul, CA 91935

OC:

OC

the space above ls for recorder's use only

Tax Paroal #

Escrow No. 97·38,146-M

Title Order No.

97098461

GRANT DEED

550-150-08

The undersigned grantor(s} declare(s)
Documentary transfer tax ls $ 825. 00
.(X]
computed on full value of property conveyed, or
[ J
computed on full value less value of llens or encumbrances remaining at time of sale.
[ ]
Unincorporated area
(X]
City of San Diego,

BY THIS INSTRUMENT DATED October 9, 1997 FOR A VALUABLE CONSIDERATION,
JULIU$ H. SCHNEIDER, Trustee under Declaration of Trust dated February 8, 1989

HEREBY GRANTS TO:.
MIKE N. DALlO and MONA PALLO,
nusband anci wife as joint tenants
the fe>llovvlng described

real property In the City of San Diego, County of Sar) Diego, Sta~e of ¢allforni~,

Lot~ 1 through 6 _in -Block 40~ H.P~ WHITNEY'S ADDITION/ in the City of San Diegor County of San
Diego, State of California~ according to Map thereof No. 168, filed in the Offloe of the County Recorder
of S;;~n Diego County, July 8, 1_886.

.

\

""

~ALL RURPOSE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

•

!.

I

State of

California
) ss.

County of

San Diego

On October 13, 1997 ,before me

)

Michele Pope, a. notary public

, personally appeared

JULIUS H. SCHl'JEIDER**
{ )personally known to me {X} or proved to me on the basis of sati$factory evidence) to be the person(s) whose
name(s) ls/¢1)tljsubscrlbed to thewlthln Instrument and ~cknowledged to me that he/~e/~k/executed the same

In hls/Mr/t~~V authorized capaclty(les), and that by hlsfflql;~¢tf signature(s) on the Instrument the person(s),

or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.

WITNESS my hand and official seal.
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Written by

MatthewT.
Hall

9:34p.m., Oct. 10, 2012

Follow»
Twitter: @SDuncovered
Face book: matthewthall

Also see»

Community activist Charles Alexander washes a car on the corner of Market and 42nd
Street In 2006 to help raise money for the family of a 17·year·old killed In southeastern
San Diego. - Earnle Grafton

public school yoga:
Relaxation or religious
doctrine?

It's the kind of question that says a
Jot about a place.

Related
Previous Matthew T. Hall columns

Canepa: What a fine
mess Bolts have gotten
Into now
Del Mar Monster Mash:
The beauty and the
beast of politics

Should a market surrounded by
liquor stores be allowed to sell beer
and wine? Would that be a convenience for residents looking for meat,
produce and anything but trouble in the Memorial neighborhood of
southeastern San Diego? Or would the booze fuel more violence in a part
of town plagued by it?
It was a tough question, and a tougher crowd answering it Wednesday.
How tough? When a city official suggested allowing alcohol sales at the
market, protesters reacted so loudly and angrily that the hearing officer
fled the room at San Diego City Hall for several minutes before resuming
the meeting.
"How dare you, man?" shouted activist Charles Alexander, who has the
names of 41 victims of southeastern San Diego '~olence tattooed on his
back.
"Nice to be able to walk away," Tasha Williamson yelled at the hearing
officer. "We can't walk away. We live here."
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The Dallo family, which owns 13 upscale and Hispanic markets across the
county, including several Foodland sites in South County and Jonathan's
in La Jolla, wants to sell beer and wine at Eduardo's Mercado on National
Avenue. Previous efforts to get a liquor license had failed.

2. Chargers under Investigation, could lose

a draft pick

3. Canepa: Whal a fine mess Bolts have gotlen into
now

4.

One dead, three injlJred after semi jack-knife

5. Crash near Linda Vista leaves one dead

The opportunity the family sees now is the very problem the community
sees: There are three liquor stores within two blocks- one across the
street - and five other places to buy beer and Vl>ine within a half-mile
radius, including another Dallo family-owned supermarket on the same
street.
"The very arguments they make against it are the very arguments we're
making for it," said Ronson Shamoun, the market's attorney. "We strongly
believe that it will not add to crime. We actually feel it's good for the
community."
The debate was complex enough before any outbursts underscored the
risks in a place with a crime rate that's 232 percent of the city average, a
place where, by one estimate, roughly 150 of 6oo crimes this year involved
drugs or alcohol.
About 20 people attended Wednesday's public meeting to ask city hearing
officer Chris Larson not to issue the required permit, a precursor to a
state-issued liquor license, for the 13,000-square-foot market.
They did what people at city hearings often do - rearrange busy lives, pay
too much for parking, wait too long in uncomfortable chairs, plead cases
to decision-makers who have heard it all and leave disappointed but
determined that the next hearing will go their way.
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On the other side, no one from the community other than market owner
Mike Dallo and two attorneys showed up to make their argument.
Larson bought it anyway, becoming the latest official to OK the idea,
folloYiing the San Diego Police Department and a neighborhood planning
group that split 5-4 on the issue.

Banks Forced to Forgive
Credit ...
Find Oullf You Qualify for Oebl
Settlement! More info ...

"It's a business decision theire making," Larson said. "If their customers
don't want it, they won't be selling it."
Community activists were incredulous about the demand and the
decision.
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Matthew T.

"Who are these people?" William Pennick asked v.1thout answer.

Hall

After the meeting, pastor Brian Buggs of Greater Works Ministries, whose
membership includes Eduardo's shoppers, reiterated the question. "If
people are going to buy liquor, they don't care where they're going to get
it," he added.

9:34p.m., Oct. 10, 2012

Follow»
Twitter: @SDuncovered
Facebook: matthewthall

Also see>>

Shamoun said some of the customers in question are seniors and mothers
v.1th children who don't want to cross or walk down a street for a 12-pack
or a bottle of wine.
Maybe so. We'll have to take his word for it because the manager deferred
questions to the owner when I went to the store Monday, and the lawyers
wouldn't let the owner talk when I approached him Wednesday.
Opponents plan to appeal Wednesday's decision to the city's Planning
Commission and said they're optimistic they'll prevail at that last stand.

Public school yoga:
Relaxation or religious
doctrine?

Of note: If this year is any example, approvals by hearing officers are
common, and appeals of their rulings rai·e. This would be the first in 2012.
Rarer still? The passion that temporarily halted Wednesday's meeting.
Another hearing officer said he's seen nothing like it in eight years. That's
something the Planning Commission should really drink in.
In the end, the answer should be simple: Let the community call this shot
Let the actual voices of the neighborhood be heard.
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I

Lic:ense
T11pe

2•1
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Exhibit 19

Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
317 5 National A venue ~an Diego CA 92113
As residents, conm1Unity members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores· selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National A venue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apariment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a.Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue ~an Diego CA 92113
As residents, conummity members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores.selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your suppOli in
om efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request ofthe
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apa1iment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue ~an Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores.selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your suppmi in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
ublic conve 1ience and necessit
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your suppmi in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighbor4ood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apmiment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a. Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue ~an Diego CA 92113
As residents, conm1l.lnity members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores 'selling beer' and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apa1iment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a. Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
31 7 5 National Avenue ~an Diego CA 92113
As residents, conm1Unity members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores.selling beer and wine, Jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apa1iment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the inm1ediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue ~an Diego CA 92113
As residents, conm1Unity members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores ·selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our conm1Unity at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apa1iment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a. Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue ~an Diego CA 92113
As residents, conununity members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores· selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apa1iment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
317 5 National Avenue ~an Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores· selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 317 5 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, inc! uding one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue Sai1 Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request ofthe
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National A venue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our eff01is to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apmiment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National A venue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business SJWners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and \Vine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youtb and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request ofthe
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youtb sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apmiment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessitv.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your suppmt in
our effo1ts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request ofthe
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National A venue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apmtment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street ±rom the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessitY.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National A venue San Diego CA 921 13
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your suppori in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
921 13. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National A venue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
921 13. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement ofOpposjtion to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 921 13
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your suppori in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 317 5 National A venue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive are!i, residential areas, next to an apariment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request ofthe
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 317 5 National A venue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
921 13. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our effmis to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request ofthe
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the irrunediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business bwners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your suppori in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
ublic. conv 1ience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
317 5 National A venue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your suppmt in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to pre?erve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
921 13. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apmiment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a. Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
317 5 National A venue ~an Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores.selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apmtment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
317 5 National A venue ~an Diego CA 92113
As residents, conm1Unity members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores.selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our cmmnunity at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality oflife in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request oftl}e
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apariment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to aType 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue ~an Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores· selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
921 13. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apariment
unit and neat a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a. Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue ~an Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores ·selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apa1iment
unit and near a church and other faciHties serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the stteet from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a. Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
317 5 National A venue ~an Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores ·selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our co1mm.mity at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The "
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apa1iment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a.Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
317 5 National A venue ~an Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, conm:wnity orjent~d .neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores.selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request ofthe
proposed type 20 Beer and \~1jne application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apa1iment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and fan1ilies and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
~;
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
31 75 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
ublic convenience and necessit .
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
317 5 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and fan1ilies and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your suppo11 in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one'located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessitv.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
31 75 National A venue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
31 7 5 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of ltfe in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and·Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including on~ located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wi.ne License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
· our efforts to protect our children and fan1ilies and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request ofthe
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
31 75 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and fan1ilies and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the irrunediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and WiDe application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessitv.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, commW1ity members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for yom support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality oflife in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity .
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
31 75 National A venue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 31 75 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 317 5 National A venue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
317 5 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the lll1dersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving yolll1g people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
uhlic convenifce and necessi~
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
317 5 National A venue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request ofthe
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience a.nd necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience a..11d necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
31 75 N ationa! Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
f
ublic convenienc
n ces 't .
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents) community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request ofthe
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
ublic convenience and necessi ·
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 317 5 National A venue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goo~s and, se~ices, there ore t~is beer and wi
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our .children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National A venue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Othet nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your suppmi in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatibie with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
. public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
317 5 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business OWners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience ar1d necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community rnembers and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request ofthe
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessitY.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality oflife in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
W1it and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience cmd necessity.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality of life in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious consideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving yoWlg people. There are two liquor
stores in each comer selling wine, beer in the inunediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for
public convenience and necessitv.
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Statement of Opposition to a Type 20 Beer and Wine License for Proposed Eduardo's at
3175 National Avenue San Diego CA 92113
As residents, community members and business owners in San Diego, we take pride in a
safe, friendly, community oriented neighborhood and we believe the proliferation of
stores selling beer and wine, jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of our citizens, our
youth and our community at large. We, the undersigned, are asking for your support in
our efforts to protect our children and families and to preserve our quality oflife in San
Diego. Specifically, we request your serious com;ideration to deny the request of the
proposed type 20 Beer and Wine application for 3175 National Avenue San Diego CA
92113. This proposed retail outlet is not compatible with neighborhood character. The
proposed store is located near youth sensitive area, residential areas, next to an apartment
unit and near a church and other facilities serving young people. There are two liquor
stores in each corner selling beer and wine in the immediate area, including one located
across the street from the proposed location. Other nearby businesses already sell similar
goods and services, therefore this beer and wine license application is not needed for ·
public convenience and necessity.
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